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Introduction 

'~Death to all whores who keEp their legs closed against mine'" 
Henri Chinaski 

W)lnen. Coincidentally and yet not coincidentally the title of a Charles Bukowski novel and 

the main subject of this thesis. Charles Bukowski (1920 - 1994) was a German-born prolif

ic American writer whose poetry and prose revolve about the underground life of Los Angeles. His 

characters were drunks, hustlers, prostitutes, losers, and social misfits. As inspiration he had count

less dead-end factory jobs, love-hate relationships, or afternoons spent in the racetrack. After a hard 

day's work he cracked open a beer, put on a classical record, and began composing poems until his 

fingers "began to bleed" from typing or until the police came on account of the neighbors' com

plaint about his disturbing the peace. Bukowski's work in general is centered around tbe antithesis 

of the traditional American dream but to be more precise we should say that Bukowski was largely 

ignorant of the conventional way of living and the American go-getter ideal. Among the 10vv class 

which became the most frequent subject of Bukowski's writing there is no such thing as daydream

ing and the nights are too wild to be spent on dreaming either. There is simply no place for dreams 

in the lives of lower classes; there is only the rough reality of life at the bottom of everything. No 

wonder the author chose "Don't try" as his epitaph, often boasting that it was his lifelong philo

sophy. On the other hand, even the miseries and hardships of low life have no pO\ver over the primal 

need of human spirits to interact. And human interaction is the core of Bukowski's writing, that is, 

the relationship between man and \voman. Apart from the calamities brought by excessive drinking, 

apart from the frustration with a neverending struggle for economic security, and apart from the in

furiating disillusionment with the American nation, Bukowski devotes most of his verses and lines 

to the female. The reason is simple, women are something to write about: "Women'! Oh, yes, wo

men, oh yes, of course. You can't write about fireplugs and empty India ink bottles."1 Basically, wo

men in Bukowski's work mean trouble and two women are said to mean twice as much trouble as 

one woman2 

Charles Bukowski. Hot H/ater Music (New York: Ecco, 2002) l26 
2 Charles Bukowski, Pulp (New York Ecco, 2002) l47 
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In our text we will attempt to find out what kind of "trouble" women present and how they 

are represented. For one thing, there is a difference between what the poet is saying about women, 

and between the way it is narrated. Most of the time we will see that what he writes about women 

does not really say much about women themselves but rather about the persona of the author - the 

pose of a chauvinist and misogynist at that. We will also make an effort to examine what lies behind 

this pose. Our work is structured in four parts. The first chapter deals with misogyny and chauvin

ism, and in general with the way women are viewed by male characters. In the second chapter we 

will examine the imagery of woman, the symbolism of the female body, and some recurring literary 

figures. The third cbapter focuses closely on erotica, sexuality, and some major sexual-oriented spe

cialties of Bukowski's texts. In the last chapter we will venture to look at the institution of marriage 

and at woman's social situtation. In our debate we will refer to significant cultural and social 

changes brought by various revolutions, mainly the female movement and the sexual liberation fol

lowing the tumultuous, free-thinking period of the 1960s, with its currents of Hippies, Beats, and 

New Agers. For theoretical background we will refer to the works of writers such as Simone de 

Beauvoir and Germaine Greer. For discussion of the role of woman in poetry we cbose to include 

the opinions and insights of Alicia Suskin Ostriker. 
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Chapter 1 

'"The Misogynist who Wrote These Poems" 

You can say what Y01l like. 
woman is something d~ferent. boss 
something d(Jerent. She's not human' 

H'71Y bear her any grudge:) 
Zorba the Greek 

Our objective in this chapter is to expose misogyny, chauvinism, and verbal as well as physical 

violence running through Charles Bukowski's work as related to the representation of the fe

male. Almost all of the author's texts contain at least one of these attitudes or beliefs but mostly they 

come in many varieties and in unusual abundance. Our point of interest lies in the systematical 

drawing of a general profile that is inherent to all Bukowski's typical male heroes. We will see that 

the individual diversity of these uncongenial expressions has a lowest common denominator stem

ming from sex-related bigotry and prejudices but also from fears and uncertainty on the male's part. 

Once we uncover what lies at its roots, we will contrast our observations to the theories of S imone 

de Beauvoir and Germaine Greer. In the first part of this chapter we shall concentrate on instances 

of misogyny that are universally distributed among male characters in Bukowski's work. In the next 

part then 'v"le will focus more on particular prejudicial notions and attitudes of the author's alter ego. 

1.1 Misogyny 

The majority of misogynistic sentiments can be summed up in the statement which refers to 

women as "something to screw and rail at."3 We will for the moment leave aside the strong tend

ency to objectify women and concentrate only on verbal assaults and prejudices in the male's think

ing patterns. The female is generally regarded as inferior to the male in all respects. This begins by 

mildly belittling her existential situation as Musso does in the story 'The Winner': "The hardest 

thing [a woman I ever did was get a sun tan.,·4 This disregard for female capabilities is further 

brought to a more sneering attitude to'vvards women in general. Henry Baroyan in 'Action' accuses 

people of "not even looking like themselves .... Even the women. Especially the women."s This 

gradually becomes plain misogyny, where for example Larry in 'Buy me some peanuts and 

3 Charles Bukowski, Betting on the iY{use (New York: Eeco, 2004) 378 
4 Charles Bukowski, SEptuagenarian Stew (New York Ecco, 2003) 340 
5 Bukowski, Slew 123. 
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crackerjack' addresses a waitress in a most disrespectful manner: "that whore's got brain so small, if 

you x-rayed it it wouldn't show up. "6 We should bear in mind that \vhile this is an example of an in

dividual misogynistic remark, the same sentiment runs through all Bukowski's texts. It is interesting 

to notice that the males are particularly hostile towards several groups of women. One group con

sists of "ugly" \vomen, another group of matrons whose "asses have grown bigger than the national 

debt,"7 and yet another group is made up of all old women whose debasement reaches an extreme in 

the poem 'one of the hottest': "I'm fucking the grave, I thought, I'm / bringing the dead back to 

life. ,,8 Another channel of misogyny is aimed at the average American female. Henri Chinaski, who 

we are led to believe to be Bukowski's alter ego, said that "It felt good to be out of the U.S.A., there 

was a real difference. The women looked better, things felt calmer, less false."9 The American fe

male is pictured in such a manner repeatedly, as will be seen in a more specific context later in 

Chapter 3. 

Once we move on from discussing intellectual stereotypes, we arrive at their materialized 

form and we particularly wish to point out two instances. The first one is actual physical violence, a 

rather common element in Bukowski's texts. In some cases it is used as a means of preserving the 

male's feeling of superiority when the female seems to be taking over. In other cases it is merely a 

manifestation of brutality and bestiality. Though less common than the former, it is there nonethe

less. To summarize the male's sentiments on beating the weaker sex, let the poet's alter ego speak: 

" ... he usually only beats her at / night. it takes a man to beat his wife night and / day. although he 

doesn't look like much / he's one of the few real men around / here."liJ We see that v,'hat Bukmvski 

attempts is the creation of an archetypal, ideal male figure, the real man. This product of poetical 

fancy is in fact an effort to sustain the popular patriarchal model, to deny the female the freedom to 

act as she chooses, and to prevent her from possibly taking over one day. The poet states his vision 

explicitly in Hollywood, where he discloses his admiration of Victor Norman:!! "What I liked best 

about him was that he had no fear of the Feminists. He was one of the last defenders of maleness in 

the U.S."!2 Greer has a lot to say about this, specifically her observation of two special types among 

women, that is, the "Great Bitch" and the "Poison Maiden" of whom the former is predominantly to 

6 Bukowski, Stew 325 
7 Bukowski, Slew 352 
8 Charles Bukowski, Love Is a Dogji-om Hell: Poems 1974-1977 (New York Eeeo. 2003) l34 
9 Charles Bukowski, 11Iomen (New York: Ecco, 2002) 232 
10 Charles Bukowski, Mockingbird. TVish Afe Luck (New York Ecco. 2002) 27 
11 This character is alluded to several times through Bukowski's work '~Pcrhaps the best novelist in America" and 

'~one who [together with the poet], is a tough guy, because tough guys drive black BMWs" can be no one else but 
the Amencan '';Titer Norman Mailer with whom Bukowski was acquainted. 

12 Charles Bukovvski, Holl)1/"ood (New York Ecco, 2002) 107 
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be found in Bukowski's work. Greer holds it that the Great Bitch is the deadly female, a worthy op

ponent for the omnipotent hero to exercise his powers upon and through. She is said to be "desirous, 

greedy, clever, dishonest, and two jumps ahead all the time." The explication of the hero's dilemma 

"to either have her on his side and like a lion-tamer sool her on to his enemies, or to have to battle 

for his life at her hands"13 is further mentioned by Greer and it is at the same time often put in prac

tice by the poet, especially when handling break-ups and relationships that are difficult III some 

way. 

The other point we wish to stress is a shade more subtle than physical assaults but is also 

much more dreadful and incomparably more devastating to the female in the end. The harsh, male

dominated world more often than not renders the female powerless and degrades her to the status of 

an object. To Musso, women are just "something you marry."I'+ Chinaski views women in a more 

positive light but still they are a mere commodity to him, "a prize of some sort.,·I) It will not sur

prise us, then, to note the delusion of grandeur of Pulp's protagonist, namely his conviction that "the 

winner writes the history books, surrounded by lovely virgins ... '·16 What we have going on here, 

though, is that the male is hopelessly agitated by the failure to find the "answer to it all", as Greer 

would have it. 17 In other words, men hope to find neither daughter nor a mother in the way women 

hope to find a new father. Instead - and especially in Bukowski's works - men tend to be on the 

lookout for the exciting women of their fantasies. Their misogynistic and chauvinistic attitudes are 

thus partly explained by the disillusionment they suffer when encountering real women. 

Of all possible forms of objectification of a woman, to become a whore is the worst and it is 

also the ultimate form of degradation. This scenario nevertheless recurs in Buko'vvski's works and 

we feel that a brief commentary should be given. As in reality, in Bukowski's texts a woman may be 

compelled by fate or necessity to take the road of prostitution. While in the everyday 'vvorld she 

tends to do so for financial reasons. in Bukowski's world she makes this decision largelv in order to 
• ~ J 

gain independence from the male. As de Beauvoir points out,18 by lending herself to several men, 

the woman belongs definitely to none and thus achieves some degree of freedom. This is typical of 

Bukowski's females who threaten their partners 'vvith "going whoring" simply out of vengeance, or 

to make them work harder to bring home more money so that "[she] doesn't have to cruise the 

13 Germaine Greer, The Female Eunuch (London Paladin, 1972) 190 
14 Bukowski, Stew 341 
15 Bukowski, !\.fockingbird 50. 
16 Bukowski, P1Iip 113. 
17 Greer 196 
18 Simone de Beauvoir, I he Second Sex (New York: Vintage Books, 1989) 567. 
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streets." On the other hand, men often abuse their partners by calling them "whores" without any 

apparent justification, being perfectly aware of the power of this pejorative term. In the everyday 

world, when a woman is called this, she feels it to be a very strong insult, but the actual, realized 

fact of her be;'1g so is a sad reflection of the darker nature of the world that would allow such a 

thing to happen. It is perhaps this bitter observation that the poet tried to mock in his excessively 

chauvinistic remark that "r these ladies] offer a service that keeps mankind content." 19 N eedl ess to 

say that the poet meant the male half of an otherwise male-centered universe. 

We have mentioned earlier that this chauvinistic attitude is partly explained by the male's 

disillusionment. Now we can add that there is another factor that lies at the root of all trouble, as the 

poet admits himself. It is nothing other than the "Tower ofPower,"2o i.e. the penis, a true instrument 

of power as will be seen in Chapter 3, and at the same time the bane and undoing of the male, as 

Chinaski self-critically confesses in a weak moment of reflection: "you dirty son-efa-bitch! Do you 

know all the heartache you cause with your dumb hunger'7"21 

1.2 The Poet, the Alter Ego, and Women 

Bukowski is conscious of the misogynistic and chauvinistic tone underlying his work and he 

does not seem to be particularly concerned about it; in fact, he appears almost proud of these qualit

ies. At times he admits to being called "chauvinist pig", "child-hater", "woman-hater" and so on. 

When criticizing this particular character of Bukowski's works, the critics should take care not to 

address the author but his alter ego, Henri Chinaski. He is really the "misogynist who writes these 

poems,"22 though it is not so easy to tell Bukowski and Chinaski apart. For example, Chinaski ex

plains his attitudes and the tune of his "\vritings as thus: "people hated me for the way I wrote about 

women but these people never met the women I lived with, I was only photographing in words the 

reality of it all. "23 This statement clearly exhibits some autobiographical outlines. Yet because any 

attempt to differentiate the two is beyond the scope of this text, we will ignore this distinction as it 

has no real impact on the depiction of women. Ultimately, Chinaski concludes that: "Gentlemen, 

there is no way to make it vvith the female. There is absolutely no way," in the story 'This is what 

killed Dylan Thomas.'24 But why would that be so') What makes him think so? We will look at this 

19 Bukowski, the !tiuse 151. 
20 Bukowski, Pulp 136 
21 Bukowski, Women 237 
22 BukO\vski, the Muse 213 
23 Bukowski, the Muse 312 
24 Charles Bukowski, South of No North (New York Ecco, 2003) 132. 
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in the following paragraph. 

Firstly we should note of the poet's bitter balancing tone when assessing that "all that was 

left for [him] were / the leftovers, the uglies, / the divorced, the mad, the / ladies of the / streets. "25 

On the other hand, he craves women constantly, the lower the better. And yet "good women" fright

en him because they "eventually want your soul" and that "what is left" of his the poet prefers to 

keep for himself. Basically, he craves "prostitutes, base women" because they are "deadly and hard 

and make no personal demands. ,,26 There is no feeling of loss on the poet's side when they leave. 

Later we will deal with the poet's conception of a "good woman" but for the time being there are 

several aspects deserving of more detailed discussion. The poet justifies his way of thinking and the 

expression thereof in written form by reasoning that he has to taste women in order to "really know 

them" and "to get inside of them." He claims he can invent men in his mind because he is one but 

'women are for him almost impossible to fictionalize without first knowing them, so he takes to ex

ploring them as best as he can, and - perhaps surprisingly - he finally figures that "there are human 

beings inside."27 With this approach, no wonder that Chinaski is accused several times - exciusiveiy 

by females - of writing about women "they way he does" without knowing "anything about women 

at all. "28 At least he does not feign any superficial knowledge and he honestly nods in the affirmat

ive to this statement. What \ve have here is a remarkably sincere writer's confession; howeveL this 

confession is perhaps too sincere at times. But is the poet not a hypocrite when he claims to like the 

10\ver types and upon coming among better class says: "the women seem all younger ... \vby do the 

women of poor have to look so bad?"29 He tells us that he "wants a whore" because he is "afraid of 

love."3o "Whores" are moreover "easy to write about, but to write about a good woman is much 

more difficult. "31 Earlier we have posed the question of what is this good woman, let now the poet 

answer: "She was plain but not homely. Just a good family woman of around 35, fairly intelligent, 

perhaps a little overweight, perhaps a bit stocky, but clean: just a good woman."32 Similar remarks 

are generally rather scarce in Bukowski's work but the definition of "a good woman" is principally 

stable and so is the definition of the opposite. The only difference is the weak characterization of 

the former, in contrast to the positive characterization of latter. While the female characters are thus 

quite static and unchanging, the attitude and dispositions of the male are subject to change and are 

25 Bukowski, the Muse 279 
26 Bukowski, H0men 77 Also ef Greer's deadly female above 
27 Bukowski, T10men 227 
28 Bukowski, 11'<Jmen 11 
29 Bukowski, Stell' 126. 
30 Bukowski, H''<Jmen 64. 
31 Bukowski, 110men 101 
32 Bukowski, Ste11' 248 
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for the most part confusing, full of inconsistencie~_and contradictions. While imagining himself in 

bed with each woman he looks at and accusing them of "doing what they do I looking like thai" the 

male asserts that he prefers lov,/er types but complains of the inadequacies in their characters and 

physique when he gets one. 33 At the same time he is afraid of the good woman or of falling in love, 

but when he ends up with one and in love - as Chinaski does with Sara near the end of Women - he 

feels pleased with both. It may be a sign of hypocrisy, as suggested above, or just a sign of the po

et's reaching maturity. On the whole, when the poet positions himself in roles of older characters, he 

tends to treat women more kindly and in a less prejudiced, more appreciative way. At worst he de

clares that: "Every woman is different. Basically, they seem to be a combination of the best and the 

worst - both magic and terrible. I'm glad that they exist, however."34 

1.3 Conclusion 

To conclude this chapter, we shall present the poet's stance to the feminist movement. Basic

ally he expresses strong inclination to a system where the male dominates the female, to the point of 

even proposing to reinforce it by starting a Men's Liberation Movement: 

I want a woman to hand me 3 of her 
paintings after I have 
made love to her, 
and if she can't paint 
she can leave me 
a couple of golden earrings 
or maybe a slice of ear 
in memOlY of one who 
could.'5 

The poet does not entirely resent the ideas and benefits of feminism, however, provided that: 

Any time they're willing to work the car washes, get behind the plow, chase down the two 
guys who just held up the liquor store, or clean up the sewers, anytime they're ready to get 
their tits shot off in the army, I'm ready to stay home and wash the dishes and get bored 
picking lint off the rug. 36 

The tone suggests that the poet does not really embrace feminist ideology; he may have misunder

stood it or he may have encountered a more radical, orthodox branch of feminism. From our read

ing of his texts, however, we believe that his is a deliberately mocking tone aimed against the fem-

33 Bukowski, Women 241; Bukowski, Love 221 
34 Bukowski, Women 188 
35 Bukowski, Lore 291 
36 Bukowski, Water 33. 
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inist movement. The novel Women was published in 1978; Love Is a Dog from Hell in 1977. Other 

works cited here are of a later publication date but sometimes they are comprised of stories and 

poems written in earlier periods, previously unpublished or only in poetry newsletters and 

magazines. It is important to bear in mind that the 1960s and 1970s were periods when the sexual 

revolution reached its peak and the feminist movement was gaining momentum. There were many 

junctures of the two cultural phenomenons but there were also points where they diverged. The 

sexual revolution in America was directly related to the Hippie movement and its ethos; it was a 

time of free-thinking attitudes, of taboo-breaking, of "make love, not war" slogans, and of sexual 

liberation. Women began to explore their sexuality and they abruptly refused to be subordinate to 

men in the matter of multiple sex-partners, for instance. Birth control pill became available and with 

it came a previously absent possibility of reproductive control on the female's part; this enabled wo

men to increase considerably their independence from men, both economical and social. While 

agreeing unanimously with the liberation of women from certain historical bonds, the feminist 

movement did not wholly approve of the sexual revolution. For one thing, there was the rise of the 

pornography industry which led to an even greater objectification of women. Contrary to erotica, 

which was not scarce in American women poetry as Alicia Suskin Ostriker describes in her book, 

pornography leads to the demeaning, coercion, and humiliation of women. And in this atmosphere 

we have Bukowski's work to consider, whose literary output includes stories written for porn 

magazines. From what has been so far said in this chapter we may assume that his writing was wil1-

fully aimed against the feminist movement. BukO'vvski mocks their efforts and the objectification of 

women in his work is extreme. To an educated reader familiar with the ongoing cultural changes 

and liberations, Bukowski's texts must have seemed intentionally derisive, as they do to us today. 

Be it as may, with the spread of AIDS in the 1980s the sexual revolution \vas in decline, but 

Bukowski continued to write in chauvinistic and misogynistic mood so characteristic of him. Fem

inist ideology still flourishing, there was much left to be ridiculed. In his later work, the male char

acters become more passive, as for example in short-story collection Hot Water Music published in 

1983. This may be interpreted as a reaction to the decline of a macho-prototype of man; the male is 

no longer the strong, patriarchal, dominant individual. Much of what had been his domain was 

taken by the female and he gives way to apathy. In other words it sounds as if the males were saying 

'take it from us, we have had it long enough, show us how good you are.' This is the true gist of the 

above printed excerpt. If we consult de Beauvoir's book, we can classifY Bukowski as one declaring 

himself antifeminist, on the ground that "women are already bad enough as it is";17 we have seen 

plenty of statements of this kind above already. De Beauvoir offers a solution to this problem, when 

37 de Beauvoir 482 
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she suggests that "by freeing the female, the male will also free himself' but within the context of 

Bukowski's work this would mean that the male would have to accept the female's position as equal 

to his own, to put a stop to objectirying her, to beating her and above all, to quit accusing her for be

ing "a woman without having been consulted in the matter. "38 

38 de Bcauvoir 606 
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Chapter 2 

Woman: the Body and Physical Imagery 

A woman would rather visit her 011'11 graw 
than the place where 

she has been young and beal/t.fll! 
cfier she is aged and ugly 

Thomas Hardy 

I n the previous chapter we saw' the full extent of misogyny in Bukowski's work. Now if ,ye 'vvish 

to see what lies beneath we must first take a close look at the surface, begin with the body to un

derstand the body politics. In this case, we mean the body and body politics as the poet perceives 

them. While for some the dominant experience of life in the flesh is suffering, for other writers the 

relation between private and public means a conflict between what used to be called appearance and 

reality.3~ The question is, then, to cosmetize or not to cosmetize'7 Reading Bukowski, the ans\ver is 

not as clear as it might at first appear. But either way, in Bukowski's work the presence of the body 

is felt very strongly and half of his writing is a record of body language. In some sense, the body is 

a kind of connective or repulsive tissue, uniting human beings at a level beneath the particularities 

of individual egos or circumstances - and within the context of Bukowski's work also the difference 

between the sexes - while in the other case a mutual physical repulsion is a complete obstruction to 

making as simple a thing as social contact. That is why de Beauvoir regards flesh as a "prison."411 

She believes that the goal of civilization is to release us from our bondage to nature. But this level 

of consciousness may be too difficult to achieve, as the poet reminds us, because we are physical 

beings, after all. Let us now progress in chronological order. 

2.1 Girl 

Those familiar with Bukowski's work will know that even girls are presented in a fairly 

highly sexualized context. By and large there are three essential elements in this representation. The 

first is plain observation of body parts. One example is the excerpt from the poem 'panties': "she 

was, maybe 6 .. .1 and she looked at me I and lifted her dress and showed I me her panties."'+! These 

observations are usually accompanied by the second element - the poet's vision of the girl's future, 

39 Alicla S Ostriker, Stealing the Language (Boston Beacon Press, 1986) 119 
40 As quoted in Ostriker 93 
41 Bukovvski, the ;vJ1Ise 35 
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as in the following two excerpts: 

It was a little girl, about 5, dressed in a cute blue dress, white shoes. She was blonde with 
a red ribbon in her hair .... She was really a cute little thing. But she'd probably grow up to 
be a ball-buster. ~2 

I liked Lisa. She was going to be a sexpot some day, a sexpot with personality.~3 

In these and similar passages, the poet envisions the girl as a future shark to-be, as the Great Bitch 

to-be 44 What is worse, according to him, the process of transformation will take place withful! con

sciousness on the girl's part. '<The girls in pantyhose," then, are just larvae "awaiting the proper time 

and I moment, and then they will move I and then they will conquer."~5 This may reflect the male's 

fear of the feminist movement, slowly but steadily gaining supporters and momentum. The third 

constitutive element of the physical imagery of girls reaches a greater symbolic height, however, 

because it deals with a more metaphysical theme. The young girls, "those great momentary decora

tions, so bright, so fresh," fail to maintain their excellence, because they turn out to be '<the promise 

that never lasted."46 The once "great momentary decorations" become the feared "sharks" and "sex

pots," only to finally become "crones jamming their shopping carts into people's backs. ,,-+7 

2.2 Mature Woman 

The portrait of mature women in Bukowski's work can be summarized by a strong tendency 

to depict the female in anything but the traditional lady-like image of woman. On the one hand, the 

poet devotes much of his writing effort to portray women in extremely sexist colours, stressing bod

ily factors that are generally viewed as desirable by males. In short, such a woman wears a wig or 

has loose dyed blond hair, is 30-odd years of age, has dirt under her fingernails, has false eyelashes, 

excessive makeup, and her lips and her breasts were done over to twice the size.-l8 Or the \voman is 

said to be '<high in heels, spirits, pills, booze" and as a whole is regarded as "a glorious dizziness of 

flesh."49 By and large the tone of depiction depends on the stance the poet takes. If he likes the wo

man, then her qualities are uncritically adored and exaggerated. In the other case any single bodily 

42 Bukowski, Ste1/' 246 
43 Bukowski, Women 36 
44 We will discuss these symbols in greater detail below 
45 Bukowski, Love 203 
46 Bukowski, Stell' 162. 
47 Bukowski, H'omen 214 
48 Bukowski, Holl}lf'ood 185 
49 Bukowski, Love 15. 
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imperfection is subject to unmerciful resentment and is blown up to ridiculous proportions. 

Although some special metaphors will be dealt with later, we feel it proper to remark here on 

one which is quite frequent in Bukowski's work. It is closely related to the objectification of wo

man, to the point of view from which the female is seen as an abstract entity; not so much a being as 

a substance instead. As the poet keeps "passing safely through," she is listed in between the "wars, / 

the hospitals, the jails I. .decades of nothingness. "50 As we noted in the introduction, woman above 

all means trouble and mature women bring the worst kind of it. Moreover, we have only en

countered the objectification of mature women; neither the girl nor the old woman is objectified in 

any form whatsoever. 

All in all, the poet is clear on what eventually happens when a woman feels she is growing 

old. This process is - considering expressions used elsewhere in Bukowski's work - narrated sur

prisingly poetically in a poem named 'the ladies of summer': 

the ladies of summer will die like the rose 
and the lie 

the ladies of summer will love 
so long as the price is not 
forever 

[ ... ] 

they might even love you 
as long as summer lasts 

yet winter will come to them 
to051 

2.3 Old Woman 

While both the girl and the mature woman are represented in a sexualized context, the old 

woman is depicted as a practically sexless being. In the previous chapter we have seen that the old 

woman receives the most generous share of misogyny, and now we will show that this misogyny is 

delivered in richly colorful verse. The poet employs all possible means to bring disgrace on the old 

50 Bukowski, the Muse 342 
51 Charles Bukowski. Play the Piano Drunk Like a Percussion Instrument Until the Fingers Begin to Bleed a Bit (New 

York Ecco, 2003) 56. 
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woman or at least to ridicule her: 

what is it? 
an old woman, fat, yellow dress, 
torn stockings 
[ .... ] 
it seems obscene52 

old dolls, once beautiful 
now toothlessly munching 
soft toast, poking at 
peaches53 

a grandmother who sits somewhat like 
a flowerpot 54 

For the most part, the old woman is "the crone jamming her cart into your back and whacking you 

with her cane."55 Concerning the process of growing old, Bukowski does not deny that it may be 

difficult and often painful for women - especially for those who were once "beautiful" - to get old. 

But then he finishes his poem about the ladies of summer in the following manner: 

white snow and 
a cold freezing 
and faces so ugly 
that even death 
will turn away
VVlnce-
before taking 
them. 

Despite all extremities and fraudulent figures here, Bukowski does sometimes get perhaps the 

closest to metaphysical themes when dealing with old women and aging. In the poem 'the proud 

thi n dying' he meditates on the nature of human life: "it's the order of things: each one I gets a taste 

of honey I then the knife,,56 and we feel that he means it, that what he says is valid on a larger scale, 

for the male and female, for the young and old, for the ugly and beautiful alike. 

These comments reqUIre a broader context. Various liberation movements proclaimed 

through the latter half of the 20th century each their own ideals and tried to make society respect 

52 Bukowski, Mockingbird 117 
53 Bukowski, the A4use 367 
54 Bukowski, the Piano 30 
55 Bukowski, the lvfuse 277 
56 Bukowski, the Piano 98 
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their members. Bearing this in mind, the above description of the mature woman goes against the 

traditional image of a desirable American female. With regard to young girls, the poet mocks taboo

breaking tendencies characteristic of the sexual revolution. He consciously puts a foot on the 

threshold of what might be - or wbat actually is - considered pederasty. And for the "old ladies" he 

has in store an enormous bulk of misogyny. In the post-modern era, when the nuclear family no 

longer includes the grandparents, old people receive less respect. In the field of literature, the femin

ist stream employed anatomical imagery both more frequently and far more intimately than male 

poets. American women poets were writing about their bodies, about sensations of making love, 

about sitting on the toilet, about tbeir menstrual periods, and many more. 57 It as if Bukowski delib

erately mocks this trend, when he includes in his writing remarks of his ladies' "pissing in the elev

ator" or "farting gently." But it may equally well be an affirmative nod to the Nietzschean sigh "hu

man, all too human!" 

2.4 Some General Metaphors and Symbolism 

By and large, the female is generally not described through elaborate literary figures, rather 

she is presented and treated simply as an object. Although from a literary perspective this may be 

considered substandard, the poet possibly goes deliberately against the literary tradition. Women are 

portrayed with the use of colors from outside the classical literary palette. Allusions and references 

to the ordinary, well-established, and traditional image of the female are lacking. Bukowski, the so

called "skid-row poet laureate," is certainly not the first low class poet but the space and attention 

allotted to the female in his work is unusual for this literary class. Ostriker identifies several basic 

types of metaphors and similes usually associated with the imagery of woman. The identification of 

woman with a flower is not so uncommon in Buko\vski's work; for him it serves as a distinguishing 

mark of old age, of wrinkled faces, of unfulfilled promises. Direct woman-water identification is 

largely absent, if we do not count various water-sports and the inclination of the female toward al

coholism. Thirdly, there is a most compendious image for woman's body - the earth - and again, 

this type is missing in Bukowski's work. Only rarely does he address the female in terms of earth

based imagery and then only pejoratively: "she lays like a lump / I can feel the great empty moun

tain / of her head, "58 or wben he emphasizes the contrast between the female's pbysical appearance 

and her spiritual qualities: "beautiful bodies and cement hearts. ")Y 

57 Ostrikcr 92 
58 Charles Bukowski, The Days Run Away fike Wild Horses orcr the Hills (Santa Rosa Black Sparrow Press, 1989) 16 
59 Bukowski, Love 195. 
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2.5 Mrs. Death, the Shark, and the Great Bitch Again 

Only later in his writing career did Bukowski develop a more elaborate technique of sym

bolism. In this thesis, we have included a selection of novels and collections gathering texts from 

this period, namely Pulp and Betting on the Muse, in which this symbolism is particularly promin

ent and reaches beyond plain misogyny. In our reading of Bukowski, the fact that death and its 

physical presence is repeatedly associated with and symbolized by the female is clear. This symbol

ism is gradual, ranging from rather incidental, brief remarks while addressing a particularly good

looking female: "she was dressed to kill" or when exaggerating the male's feelings of fear of the fe

male: "why am I being threatened I with death by I a womanT6U to the deliberate identification of 

death with the female. To the poet, then, death materializes as the figure of 'Mrs. Death'. This sym

bolism is central to Bukowski's last novel Pulp, where Lady Death is actually described as superior 

to the male protagonist. The detective's first thought on seeing Mrs. Death is "Now there is a whore, 

I mean, what else could you call herT6
! Over the course of the novel he tries to play the game with 

her, using tricks and armaments from the powerhouse of patriarchy, misogyny and chauvinism, but 

in the end we see that it is to no avail, that the only way is to surrender. This, however is not the 

path a Bukowski hero is going to follow. He prefers death, which ironically also means to surrender 

to the lady, and indeed at the very end when he faces death, he has the opportunity to learn whether 

death is really "like tbis old gal... ugly ... uglier than rhimself]. "62 There is an important connection to 

the image of the old woman, but before we delve into it in greater detail we will look at the shark 

and other yet more exotic species. 

Besides the purely destructive metaphor of death, there is a powerful symbolism at \\fork in 

the representation of women as sharks, or more generally, any similar aggressive species. This type 

of imagery is found both in prose and poetry and we think it worth while to list several examples: 

they had bodies, hair, eyes, legs 
parts 
and often it was like 
sitting with a shark dressed in a 
dress, high heels, smoking, drinking 
swallowing pillS63 

60 Bukovvski, the Piano 16 
61 Bukowski, Pulp 81 
62 Bukowski, Pulp 99 
63 Bukowski, the Muse 192. 
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when the young girls with mouths 
like barracudas 
bodies like lemon trees 
bodies like clouds 
bodies like flashes of lightning 
stop knocking on my door. .. M 

shark-mouth 
grubby interior with an 
almost perfect body, 
long blazing hair -
she speaks of love 
then breaks each man 
to her vvi1l65 

She looked electric that morning .... Tammie was hard like so many women in their early 
twenties. Her face was shark-like.6G 

Behind the symbolism of carnivorous fishes and behind the similes of sparkling electricity resides 

the deadly female. It is interesting to note that this imagery is associated with younger, even non

adult women. 

Then there is the image of woman as a space alien. In Pulp Jeanie Nitro, an omnipotent be

ing of the female sex, arrives on Earth in order to house her colony of space aliens there. The next 

time the detective is talking with Jeanie, she "is sitting on [his] desk, legs crossed, kicking her 

heels ... what does it matter if she is a space alien? The way she looks, you'd want more of them 

around."67 Firstly, this description is exclusively physical, which is not surprising as the poet largely 

focuses on the bodily dimension when writing about women. Secondly, we can see here a more gen

eralized parallel to the poet's disdain of the American female as inferior to non-U.S. women. In this 

context - and this is a key observation - we may claim that the poet rejects the female of the human 

species and prefers the extraterrestrial woman 68 In his opinion - and according to what Jeanie has 

to say - these are going to take over the Earth. It would be strange, however, if Bukowski construc

ted the plot entirely without obstacles. Although Jeanie maintains a strict policy of "no sex with 

Earthlings,"GY among her alien forces, she herself does not resist bodily pleasures of this world. 

64 Bukowski, Love 90 
65 Bukowski, Love 179 
66 Bukowski, Women 108 
67 Bukowski, Puip 119 
68 Or at least he settles up with a mannequin as will be seen below 
69 Bukowski, Pldp 140. 
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Now in conclusion to these specific literary figures, we may draw a parallel to the three fe

male archetypes we discussed in the beginning ofthis chapter, namely the girl, the adult woman and 

the old woman. It is interesting that there is a correspondence between the girl and the shark, the 

adult woman and the space alien, and finally the old woman and Mrs. Death. In fact, these pairs 

consist of mirror images. Even though earlier we observed that the girls and young women will one 

day grow up to be sexpots, they are sharks and barracudas at the moment. Because they are waiting, 

they are patiently waiting until the time comes for them to move and conquer. Further on, the fol

lowing paired representation ofthe female possibly best characterizes Bukowski's work as a whole. 

The identification of the adult female with the space alien is essential to our understanding of how 

the poet himself understands women. Although man and woman share a mutual interest, e.g. that of 

procreation, there are too many other issues the two will be arguing constantly about and there will 

be many misunderstandings along the way. Bukowski takes an extreme approach by not giving the 

woman a full recognition, but regarding her as a different species altogether. Instead of trying to 

find a way to go along \vith the female, to make an attempt at harmonic integration of her existence 

in his world, the typical Bukowski hero defines himself against her and declares himself superior to 

her. This process is closely linked to objectification, which is but a hallmark of egoistic pride. Once 

the female is made thus completely powerless, the male takes the liberty of exploiting her. This will 

be the subject of the next chapter. Now there are several interesting remarks in The Female Eunuch 

that are closely related to our debate. Greer predicted one of the side-effects of the feminist move

ment, the appearance of the Great Bitch as she calls her: 

We are not far from those extraordinary springing women with slanting eyes and svvirling 
clouds of hair who prowl through comics on the ball of their feet, wheeling suddenly npon 
the hero, talons unsheathed for the kill. Their mouths are large, curved and shining like 
scimitars: the musculatme of their shoulders and thighs is incredible, their breasts like 
grenades, their waist encircled with steel belts as narrow as Cretan bull-dancers ... 70 

The usual fate of such a woman is to be tamed and made to submit to "the hero's iron cock"; 71 this 

has been suggested in the previous chapter and will be dealt with in greater detail in the follO\ving 

one. But since the female has not yet submitted her will to him, it is, as Greer says, the hero who 

should worry about his life! Because we are no longer dealing with a charming, traditional woman 

anymore. The hero is engaged in duel with a learned, enchanting female conscious of feminist the

ories and of the new role of women in society. While men may venture as far as to attack the female 

physically, there is a barrier in Bukowski's work: the woman is never killed. The only option avail-

70 Grecr 192 
71 Greer 192 
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able to the male, then, is to keep at a safe distance from the shark and banish the old lady - possibly 

an allusion to death according to our interpretation - from his sphere of existence. This the typical 

Bukowski hero manages fairly well, so there is only the vast class of middle-aged women remain

ing and with them the troubles and hardship come. 

2.6 Mannequin as the Ideal Female and the Imagery of Decomposed Whole

Affinities to the Work of Sylvia Plath 

Sylviapatb, one of the most prominent voices of poetry from the 1960s on'vvards, later I ion

ized by feminists, and Charles Bukowski, the radical chauvinist poet, are perhaps the least likely au

thors and human beings to share a common interest. Plath is considered to be a confessional poet 

but she takes the reader yet a step further in the creation of a mytb - a myth of the female's earthly 

and transcendental experience - by rearranging and exalting her own experiences. Bukowski has 

clear (auto )biographical tendencies n and also can be said to have been writing in confessional 

mode, though his form lacks a more concise and sophisticated style and diction as we can trace in 

Robert Lowell's work, for example. Bukowski does not create myths that would reach outside of his 

personal experience. The allusions to history, so typical of Plath's later work, are not too frequent 

nor are substantially developed in Bukowski's poetry; in prose they are entirely absent. On the other 

hand, Bukowski does include allusions to other writers and works of literature, especially to texts 

dealing with manhood and to works that celebrate it or disclose its decline, of which the works of 

John Fante or Ernest Hemingway are good examples. On the whole then, Bukowski has created a 

sexist myth of the female, along with the myth ofa macho-man, of which the former is a logical by

product. As far as the methods of Plath and Bukowski are concerned, they could not be more differ

ent and yet we claim to have found a mutual inclination in their works. The metapbor of a cat is 

only a curtain-lifter in our debate. While Bukowski employs the imagery of a cat largely in order to 

emphasize physicaJity, Plath 'vvorks with a deeper concept of a cat - the phenomenon of cats having 

nine lives. 

Of interest here is the image of a mannequin. In Plath's work, the mannequin functions sym

bolically so as to point out that "perfection is terribJe" because "it cannot have children.,'73 There are 

tvvo causes of the sterility of perfection. The first is more concrete and resides in the fact that many 

women deny their maternal instincts in favor of being trendy, looking chic, having a slim waistline, 

72 Needless to say here that many orthe stories are based on experiences of the poet's friends 
73 Sylvia Plath, Collected Poems (P6ssneck: Everyman's Library, 1998) 222 
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and in general trying to accommodate themselves to the totemic, idealized image of the female. The 

second cause reaches deeper, to an abstract level where perfection is of itself sterile, because the 

pains of child-bearing and birth-giving are inconsistent with the existence of a perfect entity, the 

would-be child-bearer. Imperfection may not be exactly a virtue but, by applying reverse logic, en

ables the wonder of procreation to occur among human beings. 

Bukowski is1argely ignorant of abstractions of any kind, so what remains in his poetry is the 

totemic and idealized body of a mannequin. Contrary to Plath's disparaging tone, the model is 

praised and celebrated by Bukowski as something above the ordinary female, namely due to the 

lack of a myriad of characteristics perceived by the poet as defects. In this the poets differ but the 

conclusive tone is surprisingly similar. Both Plath's and Bukowski's mannequins demand sacrifice 

from their "lovers" and once this is done, there are "no more idols" except the one that has just been 

avowed obedience to. In the story 'Love for $17.50'74 the male protagonist eventually breaks up with 

all girl friends because he has idolatrized the mannequin as the effect of a special erotic fetish, and 

is unable either to love any real female or make love to her. What attracts the poet most to the man

nequin ~ indeed that which Plath so zealously criticizes ~ is its static, passive, objectified character

istics. This thinking pattern is mirrored by the poet's obsession with the importance of physical ap

pearance, stressing the superficial belief that "what you call a better woman ~ well, she just has a 

better facade,"7) while Plath rejects the flesh resolutely in aspiration toward transcendence. Both ex

emplary poems 'The Munich Mannequins'76 and 'Trappedm are reproduced in full below: 

74 Bukowski, No North 37 
75 Bukovvski, the A1use 180 
76 Plath 222-223 
77 Bukowski, Love 35. 
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The Munich Mannequins (Sylvia Plath) 

Perfection is terrible, it cannot have children. 
Cold as snow breath, it tamps the womb 

Where the yew trees blow like hydras, 
The tree of life and the tree of life 

Unloosing their moons, month after month, 
to no purpose. 

The blood flood is the flood oflove, 

The absolute sacrifice. 
It means: no more idols but me, 

Me and you. 
So, in their sulfur loveliness, in their smiles 

These mannequins lean tonight 
In Munich, morgue between Paris and Rome, 

Naked and bald in their furs, 
Orange lollies on silver sticks, 

Intolerable, without mind. 
The snow drops its pieces of darkness, 

Nobody's about. In the hotels 
Hands will be opening doors and setting 

Down shoes for a polish of carbon 
Into which broad toes ,vill go tomorrow. 

o the domesticity of these windows, 
The baby lace, the green-leaved confectionery, 

The thick Germans slumbering in their 
bottomless Stolz. 

And the black phones on hooks 

Glittering 
Glittering and digesting 

Voicelessness. The snow has no voice. 

Trapped (Charles Bukowski) 

don't undress my love 
you might find a mannequin; 
don't undress the mannequin 
you might find 
my love. 

she's long ago 
forgotten me. 

she's trying on a new 
hat 
and looks more the 
coquette 
than ever. 

she is a 
child 
and a mannequin 
and death. 

I can't hate 
that. 

she didn't do 
anything 
unusual. 

I only wanted her 
to. 

The imagery of mannequins also suggests an array of limbs, torsos, crape hair etc. In short, 

although the figurine is put together to give the impression of a whole, we cannot overlook this fact 

in our minds so easily. And moreover this is another feature evident in the poetry of both authors -

the dissociation of the body in limbs and bodily parts. Plath's work is filled with body images: 

skulls, skin, feet, bones, hearts, legs, arms etc. According to Ostriker, the female poet thus projects 

human anatomy into the natural world and does so in order to empha~ize the connection betvveen 
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physical vulnerability and also to refer to the condition of a woman - her being "fatally imprisoned 

and stifled by her body. "78 In contrast with Bukowski, however, Plath writes in this manner of both 

sexes. The poet concentrates on the female only and for the most part the physical description has 

the following tone: "She was trying her damnedest to burst and pop out of her clothes, and you 

stood there watching her, wondering which part would pop out first."79 In addition to this, Bukowski 

is highly selective in the choice of body parts that are described. Normally he chooses typically 

female parts - especially when the description is going to be a favorable one - but at other times he 

focuses on atypical body parts so as to stress out a defect or physical monstrosity of the particular 

female. Generally, Bukowski employs the imagery of dissociated body parts in order to give a most 

fitting characterization, one that is inevitably based on observing the external appearance 

exclusively. On the other hand, in Plath's writing this imagery serves the purpose of achieving 

transcendence over the limits of the human body and it is precisely this barrier Bukowski never 

surmounts. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Throughout the above sections we have seen a strong tendency towards sexist and 

exclusively external description underlying Bukowski's work. It has been pointed out that the main 

three archetypes of the female, i.e. the girl, the adult woman, and the old ,,,,,oman, are 

correspondingly represented by three major symbols, viz., the shark, Mrs. Death, and the space 

alien. The symbolism is in harmony with the misogynistic flavor of Bukowski's texts but while the 

latter is usually expressed by characters, the author informs us of the former himself. The characters 

in Bukowski's work are not throughly worked out and this applies especially to earlier works. As far 

as the language of poetry, poetic diction, figures, and schemes are concerned, these are also not 

developed to any higher degree of sophistication. The imagery, similes, and metaphors that are there 

are mostly against the traditional representation of the female. As will be seen in greater detail in the 

next chapter, the female is usually sexualized, objectified, and humiliated. 

In the poet's world, the Great Bitch cannot be disposed of by killing her. This is not an op

tion. She is a vital part of the world but mostly she represents something the poet cannot quite 

define so that he at least defines himself against it. Ostriker insists that male poets take this attitude 

largely because flesh is both corrupt and corruptible. They are both fascinated and repulsed by it; 

78 Ostrikcr 100. 
79 Bukowski, the MlIse 102 
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and sometimes they are afraid of it. On the other hand, in youth the flesh is a source of pleasure. gU 

This is why the aged woman is depicted in the worst colors, but not the men because according to 

de Beauvoir, it is in th~woman's body that man really encounters the deterioration of the flesh. Un-
--------

mistakably, the old woman arouses hatred mingled with fear.RI Later, in Chapter 4, we vvill see the 

consequences that follow once the charms of the wife have vanished. The best answer to 

Bukowski's prejudices and the fear from which they stem seems to be Erica Jong's verse: 

the belly may be kept firm through numerous pregnancies 
by means of sit -ups jogging dancing (think of 

Russian ballerinas) 
& the cunt 

as far as I know is ageless possibly immortal becoming 
simply 

more open ... 81 

We have also ventured to trace similarities between the works of Bukowski and Plath. Al

though there are some mutually convergent features of their work, for example the use of man

nequins and dislocated body imagery, the writers employ these for different ends. In Plath's case the 

goal is to defeat the lim its offlesh by arriving at a state of transcendence. Bukowski instead merely 

uses them to buttress a male-dominated world in which there is room only for the desirable parts of 

the body and these, of course, of desirable proportions. Only rarely does Bukowski manage to in

clude a touch of metaphysical thought in his descriptions. In Women, he meditates on the existence 

and the nature of woman: 

Where did all the women come from? The supply was endless. Each one of them was 
individual, different. Their pussies were different, their kisses were different, their breasts 
were different, but no man could drink them all, there were too many of them, crossing 
their legs, driving men mad. What a feast! R3 

In this "endless supply of women," there appears every now and then a woman who prompts the 

poet to say that nature "has pulled a wild trick" and "put together a special woman, an unbeiievable 

woman,"s-+ as is the case with Edna "rshel had it all. They'd made no mistake when they put her to

gether."85 Notwithstanding the apparent objectification of the female and the reverence of the spe

cial ones only, the poet raises a question by asking who invented woman? To what ultimate pur-

80 Ostriker 97-98 
81 de Beauvoir 160 
82 As quoted in Ostriker 106 
83 Bukowski, U0men 108 
84 Bukowski, Pufp 73 
85 Bukowski, No North 116-117 
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pose? From our reading of his texts, we see that Bukowski does not create a God-ruled universe but 

again a male-dominated world where woman serves to amuse the male, to give him excitement, to 

annoy him, to play her tricks on him, to give him trouble. And for all that we know, the poet realizes 

only too well that without women his world would fall apart. 
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Chapter 3 

"Voman's Sexuality and Eroticism 

Love ain't nothing but sex misjpelled. 
Harlan Ellison 

Here's a cock / and here's a cunt / and here's trouble."86 The opening stanza of a Bukowski 

poem from Love Is a Dog from Hell clearly demonstrates that the poet is straightforward, ex

plicit, and vulgar when discussing sex and eroticism. In this chapter our task is to examine these 

matters. We wish to comment on the representation of various forms of sexual activities, on differ

ent degrees of eroticism, and particularly how both sexes approach the act of love-making. The po

et's representations will be then contrasted with what de Beauvoir, Greer, and Ostriker have to say 

about the subject. Let us start with the poet's attitude towards sex in general. 

3.1 Attitude Towards Sex 

The male's attitude towards sex is easy to characterize, he is ready and willing to "copulate 

whenever possible. "87 It is not really important with whom, where, or when because in BukO\vski's 

world the primal force driving men does not distinguish between individual females; as long as it is 

a female she is desirable. Of course, the more attractive a female is, the better, but on the whole 

males are emotionally limited in Bukowski's novels. That is why they do not care, or do not seem to 

care very much, if it is their spouse, a lady friend, or a prostitute from skid-row that they find them

selves a-bed with. When the male desires a certain \voman, then there are several methods he can 

use. When he is pursuing the first of the three mentioned types - that is, his spouse - he feels that 

merely her being his spouse entitles him to sex with her any time he pleases. Concerning the next 

type, a lady friend, the situation is only slightly more complicated. She must be talked and coaxed 

into it, and we include a short dialogue to clarifY the male's attitude to sex in general: 

"Your wife trusts you," said Meg. 
"Yeh," said Tony. 
"I wonder ifI can trust you?" 

86 Bukowski, Love 134. 
87 Bukowski, the Piano 55 
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"Don't you like to be fucked?" 
"That's not the point" 
"What's the point." 
"The point is that Dolly and I are friends." 
"\N e can be friends." 
"Not that way." 
"Be modern. It's the modern age. People swing. They're uninhibited. They fuck from ceiling. 
They screw dogs, babies, chicken, fish .... "88 

As for the last type, a prostitute or a call girl, they are actually most difficult ones to be cajoled. A 

man must pay for their sexual services and this is something which Bukowski's characters usually 

resent. 

This brief analysis shows one important result: the world of Bukowski's novels is inverted 

compared to the ideal world where humanity and love are the most sacred values. In facL 

Bukowski's depiction of females is a kind of wishful thinking. It is a world of male fantasies, while 

the real world we experience is somewhere in between these two extremities. Men have real needs, 

and as long as there are women - or certain types of women - men's needs are likely to be met, one 

way or the other. Broadly speaking, the attitude of Bukowski's male characters to sex and love-mak

ing is one of routine. To Carl, the hero of 'The Unaccommodating Universe' story, "fucking is like 

shaving .. .it's something lhel has to do now and then."89 For women, this sex routine presents anoth

er issue: a whole set of difficuities including unwanted pregnancy and STDs arises. In the poem 

'trying to get even', a female character says: 

"look, I've had 3 abortions 
in a row, real fast, and I'm sick of 
abortions, I don't want you to stick that 
thing in me!,,9U 

The trouble is that both sexes have each their own needs: they want sexual gratification, but more 

often that not they cannot get along easily. De Beauvoir identifies two elementary constituents of 

man's need, namely sexual desire and the desire for offspring, and through those the male is depend

ent for satisfaction on the female 9
! However, the latter type of desire is practically non-existent in 

Bukowski's novels, and this holds true for the female also. On the other hand, de Beauvoir observes 

that although man is dependent for sexual gratification on the female, coition cannot take place 

88 Bukowski, rVater 67. 
89 Bukowski, the Muse 150 
90 Bukowski, Love 69 
91 de Beauvoir xxvi 
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without the male's consent, and at the same time male satisfaction is its natural termination92 The 

expectations on the male side are clear, but less so with the female: she desires sexual excitement 

and pleasure in general, but her body promises no precise conclusion to the act of love. Y3 This may, 

in some cases, prove profoundly frustrating. 

Sometimes in Bukowski's works a woman does not feel like satisfYing her partner's urges 

and finds excuses. She may pretend to be asleep, or complain of a headache, or say that she has oth

er things on her mind. However, the male characters almost never heed their partners' feelings, as 

for example in the following dialogues: 

"Think of all the women who'd like to have this thing!" 
"Barney, I'm just not in the mood." 
"What do you mean, you're not in the mood?" 
"I mean, I just don't feel sexy." 
"You will, baby, you will!" 94 

"Billy, let's not rush it. I want to talk a little first." 
"We can talk afterwards. I got this ramrod here and I got to do something with it. I need 
flesh, no words!" 
"I want to shower first, Billy." 
"Shower? What ya been doin', working in the garden?" 95 

Both conversations are brought to end by the males using force on their partners. Bukowski de

scribes the action in terms of "forcing them in" or "nailing them down." Inevitably, as Greer points 

out, sex like this becomes just a masturbation of the penis in the vagina.96 This type of conduct 

could be - at best - called making love to women's organs, i.e. precisely that of which Greer ac

cuses the male population, for "making love to organs, not people."97 But she also sees a possible 

solution ,vhich lies in changing the attitude towards sex. Ifboth partners are consenting in the act of 

love, then women ought to try "stimulating the penis instead of just taking it,"98 because when the 

male takes his pleasure with her, when he gives pleasure to her, the very words imply lack of re

ciprocity. And the ordinary female in Bukowski's world seems to know this very well already and 

they are correspondingly active, though it is all still one degree removed from reality, as the poet 

sees the world through the distorted lens of a male's feeling of absolute superiority. 

92 de Beauvoir 374 
93 de Beauvoir 394 
94 Bukowski, Water 121 
95 BukowskL Pulp 134 
96 Grccr 44. 
97 Greer 46 
98 Greer 42 
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We have discussed the general attitude towards sex as depicted by Bukowski and now we 

will look at several other extreme perspectives. One, which is not uncommon throughout 

Bukowski's work, is that of comparing love-making to the copulation of animals. The parallel runs 

from noticing animals copulating: "I watched two flies fucking, then decided to call lherl,"99 to the 

introspection of Henri Chinaski where he comes to terms with his animalistic, beastly side in Wo

men: "She was mine. We were two animals in the forest and I was murdering her,"loo and finally to 

regarding sex as essentially a mere physical, carnal thing: "Sex is a trap for animals,"lol which none 

the less men are prone to practice. It is no wonder, then, that women loathe being thus barbarously 

used and hate men accordingly. But the feeling on woman's part is curiously ambivalent. She is both 

repulsed by the idea of forceful intercourse and strangely aroused and attracted to it at the same 

time. The situation of a woman who finds herself under such conflicting circumstances is accurately 

described in a story from South cf No North: 

"Christ," said Sally, "1 can hardly walk! He's an animal!" 
[ ... ] 
"1 hate men!" said Sally. 
[ ... ] 
"You know, though ... " she said. 
"What'?" 
"It wasn't so bad. On a strictly sexual basis, 1 mean. He really put it to me. On a strictly 
sexual basis it was quite something." 
"What?" said Dale. 
"1 mean, morally, 1 hate him. The son of a bitch should be shot. He's a dog. A pig. But on a 
strictly sexual basis it was something ... " 102 

Sally, the female protagonist of the story, was sexually abused by a stranger. And when Bukowski 

ventures to describe her emotions, we clearly see that they are mixed rather than unambiguously 

hateful toward the rapist. Her male friends are puzzled by the pecul iar notion of how good the phys

ical aspect of the act felt. Our conclusion then is that women in Bukowski's work have no problem 

keeping sex and love separated. If their partner is too loving and sensitive, they complain that they 

come short of "real" sexual gratification. If on the contrary the partner plays it too "rough," then 

they say he does not fulfil! their emotional needs and that he is a brute. We should also like to note 

that sexologists and psychologists say that rape fantasies are not uncommon among women of all 

ages and through all social backgrounds lll3 Only Bukowski's rape scenarios are not psychologically 

99 Bukowski, Pulp 20. 
100 Bukowsh FVomen 260 
101 Bukowski, Pulp 37. 
102 Bukowski, No North 76. 
103 Davis eL ai, "Rape-Myth Congruent Beliefs in Women", The Kinsey Institute, January 2008 <http/lkinseyinsti

tute. org/publications/PD F IDavis%20et%20al %202006. pdf> 
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crafted in great detail, since they encompass the sexual aspect of a rape alone. And, moreover, while 

the Kinsey studies have shown that some women do include rape scenarios in their fantasies, there 

is a vast difference between indulging in the world of fantasies and between actually enjoying rape, 

as the poet would have us believe. In general, what we see here is the fact that females in 

Bukowski's works do not exhibit features typical of real women. Instead, the poet conjures primit

ive images that stem from the male's world of fantasies. Earlier we saw an embodiment of such 

imagination already in the form of a mannequin. The mannequin - in principle a doll- was the per

fect female the world has to offer that the poet presented to us~ both Sally and the figurine are ob

jects by means of which the male can satisfy his lust. 

The other extreme approach, plentifully exhibited in Bukowski's work, is concerned with the 

association of death and sex. Sex and death have always been related to each other, like the Iife

bringer, lust-giver Eros and its shado'wy, eerie counterpart Thanatos. In the previous chapter we dis

cussed the identification of death with the female, personified as Lady Death. Presently we wish to 

look at how Bukowski employs the concept of death in sex scenes and in depicting sexual attitudes 

of his literary characters. Henri Chinaski explains his attitude towards sex in Women as follows: 

They took all the joy out of fucking by talking about it all the time. I liked to fuck too, but 
it wasn't my religion. There were too many ridiculous and tragic things about it. People 
didn't seem to know how to handle it. So they made a toy out of it. A toy that destroyed 
people. 104 

Here death itself is not explicitly mentioned, but the terms Chinaski coins are interesting in the con

text of our debate: joy, religion, tragic, toy, destroy. These expressions are mixed analogously to the 

Eros-Thantalos duality, and perfectly hint at what comes later in the book: 

The sex had been fine; there had been laughter. I could hardly remember a more civilized 
time, neither of us making any demands, yet there had been warmth, it had not been 
vvithout feeling, dead meat coupled with dead meat. I detested that type of swinging, the Los 
Angeles, Holly'\'lOOd, Bel Air, Malibu, Laguna Beach kind of sex. Strangers when you meet, 
strangers when you pali - a gymnasium of bodies namelessly masturbating each other. 
People \\1th no morals often considered themselves more free, but mostly they lacked the 
ability to feel or to love. So they became swingers. The dead fucking the dead. There was no 
gamble or humor in their game - it was corpse fucking corpse. 105 

Henri Chinaski's honest self-reflection is surprisingly soft and reveals the sensitivity of the author's 

alter ego. On the other hand, his obsession with other people "not doing it right" injures the credib-

104 Bukowski, rVomen 83. 
105 Bukmvski, H'omen 250 
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ility of the declaration given here. A man who is truly happy does not feel the need to make bom

bastic proclamations of his joy to the world. A writer, however, is by nature apt to write and com

ment on anything and everything. It is perfectly fine if Chinaski wishes to comment on other 

people's affairs, only the manner in which he does so is in conflict with, and betrays what he is say-

mg. 

3.2 Techniques and Woman's Sexual Organs 

"Women's sexual organs are shrouded in mystery,"I06 Greer concludes neatly in The Female 

Eunuch. Our concern now will be to see how Bukowski in particular viewed and characterized wo

men's sexual parts and erotic dispositions but first of all let women speak for themselves. We have 

seen in the previous section how much more complex woman's situation and sexuality are in com

parison with those of the male. Helt'me Cixous poetically summarizes this difference between sexes, 

as "[her] libido being cosmic, just as [her] unconscious is worldwide."107 Or, to speak more plainly, 

Luce lrigaray asserts that "woman has sex organs just about everywhere."I08 Woman's eroticism is 

much more intricate and reflects the complexity of the feminine situation. According to de Beau

voir, the female is the prey ofthe species whose interests dissociate from her interests as an indi

viduaL A significant factor in this issue is that the female is endowed with the clitorid system. lU9 

This is where our discussion of Bukowski's literary exploration of the female erotica will begin. 

Basically all female characters in Bukowski's work take immense delight in their partners' 

conducting cunnilingus on them. Here we should mention an important non-literary circumstance, 

that is, the period of sexual revolution which brought about a set of new sexual standards and stirred 

up the sexual mood of the population. The sexual world was changing dramatically in the 1960s: 

discussion of female desire became more common, as did some unusual practices and sexual exper

imentation. In this context, Bukowski presents an antithesis to this tendency; his literary \vorks are a 

display of forceful, primitive, and brutal male fantasies, "vhich is in striking contrast with the gener

al disempowerment of men in the 1960s. For example, if a man performing oral sex on his partner 

was considered debased centuries ago in the East, he is - in Bukowski's work - practically obliged 

to do so for his partner. Lydia, the ch ief female figure in Women confronts Henri Chinaski about this 

issue early on in the novel: 

106 Grecr 39. 
107 As quoted in Ostrikcr 96 
108 Ostriker 96 
109 de Bcauvoir 372 
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"Well, I mean for a man to interest me he's got to eat my pussy. Have you ever eaten 
pussy?" 
"No." 
"You're over 50 years old and you've never eaten pussy?" 
"No." 110 

He reluctantly consents to do as his partner pleases and at once falls short of that woman's mental 

list of potential lovers. He simply does not meet her criterion in regard of cunnilingus. To many 

male characters - Chinaski being a good example - this practice is an utter novelty, while for others 

it is just another routine, as it is for Rich in the Hollywood novel, who tells his comrade: "} have to 

eat Nadine every night," and meets with a sympathetic response: "Jesus ... "111 We see that the female 

thus often uses her private parts in a way that yields her a certain amount of power over her male 

counterpart or at least reduces that of his over her. She can decide to offer a favor in return for being 

pleased in this special way, as we see in the following example, where a landlady questions the 

character of a man who has come looking for a place to rent: 

"Are you a good lover?" 
"Most men like to think they are. I'm probably good but not great." 
"Do you eat pussy?" 
"Yes." 
"Good." 
"Your room still available?" 
"Yes, the master bedroom. Do you really go down on a woman?" 
"Hell yes."112 

Women in Bukowski's work clearly show signs of obsession on the subject, why else would they 

ask the same question twice as in the examples above? And in the latter case the process of exploita

tion is evident, only - surprisingly enough - the male is on the receiving end of it. The next ex

ample will serve as an illustration of how the exploitation can turn into an act of aggression, of 

which the sex organ becomes the instrument. After having taught Chinaski what he had not known 

before, Lydia threatens him as follows: 

"It's magnificent. I want to destroy your face with my cunt." 
"It might be the other way around." 
"Don't bet on it." 
"You're right. Cunts are indestructible." 113 

110 Bukowski, Women 21. 
III Bukowski, HolTJ1food 208 
112 Bukowski, Water 64 
113 Bukowski, Women 3] 
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It is interesting to note two facts here. Firstly, from what has been said so far we conclude that wo

men in Bukowski's work are active and this particular female is perfectly self-confident. Secondly, 

we can observe here, as was already outlined in the conclusion of Chapter 1, a tendency of the male 

- the former macho - to become more passive in reaction to the cultural changes that threw off what 

he would with a sigh call "balance" between the sexes. 

To complete our discussion of the role that women's sexual organs play in Bukowski's vvork, 

we turn to what Greer has to say. Her point of view, much more expert and competent in the field, is 

quite contrary to that of Bukowski's. She does not deny the fact that many a woman derives pleas

ure from this practice, but Bukowski's viewpoint lacks one important aspect, that is, hygiene. Greer 

insists that "[some women] would not require it of any man who was making love to them. Other 

women are too embarrassed by cunnilingus, and feel sure that men must find it disgusting. "I l-'f This 

contradiction between how women feel about oral contact with the vagina as depicted in 

Bukowski's novels and as Greer explains it, is resolved once we take into account the fact that the 

former's literary efforts are again a projection of the masculine mental make-up on the real world, as 

we have seen earlier. Let us now turn our attention to some other techniques and issues. 

Male characters in Bukowski's work masturbate frequently, of which the author keeps us 

well informed. This type of erotic solo activity is deemed perfectly healthy and advisable. So is the 

case with the female, for instance in the following passage: 

Lilly was at home looking at an old Mm'lon Bl'ando movie on television. She was alone. 
She'd always been in love with Mm'Ion. 
She farted gently. She lifted her robe and began to play with herself ... 115 

Thus far the author's approach to both sexes is altogether equal as far as masturbation is concerned. 

It is not so with his male literary heroes, however, Vl7ho view the issue differently. They take great 

offense at this female solo practice, as seen in the 'Head Job' story, where Marx wishes to take ad

vantage of his lady neighbor: 

"Listen, don't you ever get hot pants?" 
"Of course." 
"What do you do?" 
"1 masturbate." 
Marx drew himself up. "Madam, that's a crime against nature, and, more importantly, 

114 Greer 258 
115 Bukowski, WaleI' 40. Note also the non-traditional, unlady-likc tone of depiction 
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against me." He closed the door. 1 16 

Indulgence in self-pleasure had at times been regarded as transgression of a serious kind, but it is 

Mm'x's chauvinistic, ego-injured notion of a crime against him, which we find here particularly in

teresting. In other words, the average egoistic male is supremely confident of his superior import

ance over that of nature's. That is why he cannot handle the lady's refusal. There is another good ex

ample closely connected to this mind pattern of the male, this time it is delivered by Henri Chinaski 

himself: 

I was astounded and dismayed to find she had a large pussy. An extra large pussy. I hadn't 
noticed it the night before. That was a tragedy. Woman's greatest sin. ll7 

There is something beyond Chinaski's being merely disgusted by the genitals' largeness, for it also 

indicates that most I ikely there have been many fellows before him; this is what really outrages him. 

On the one hand, he prefers a woman who is sexually active but when he meets one he is actually 

repulsed. On another level, this kind of reasoning about the woman's vagina betrays also a kind of 

misogynistic fear of the organ. We should also note the tone and choice of words, e.g. "tragedy," 

"sin," viz., compare these to the poet's reflections on sex and death above. 

3.3 Fetishism and Subjectification/Objectification of the Sexes 

In this section we wish to comment on certain types of fetishism and unusual sexual prefer

ences exhibited by both sexes, and on de Beauvoir's insights on gender-based subjectification/objec

tification. We shall begin with the latter and use the theory on the former accordingly. 

In the first part of this chapter we have seen that the female is often treated as an object. The 

male uses her, gives her pleasure, and takes pleasure from her. When a spouse no longer satisfies 

him, he simply "passes her around" and looks for fresh experiences and excitement with his friends' 

wives. 118 The woman plays the role of an object, while the male is the subject; de Beauvoir explains 

the mechanism of this distinction as follows: 

For a man, the transition from childish sexuality to maturity is relatively simple; erotic 
pleasure is objectified, desire being directed toward another person instead of being 

116 Bukowski, rValer 1 J 8 
117 Bukowski, Women 78 
118 Note that from the beginnings of the sexual revolution onwards the practice of '"swinging" became more and more 
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realized within the bounds of self. Erection is the expression of this need; with penis, hands, 
mouth, vvith his whole body, a man reaches out tovvard his partner, but he himself remains 
at the center of this activity, being, on the whole, the subject as opposed to the objects that 
he perceives and instruments that he manipulates; he projects himself toward the other 
without losing his independence; the feminine flesh is for him a prey, and through it he 
gains access to the qualities he desires, as with any object. 119 

De Beauvoir further makes an effort to place the female in this subject/object scheme. In section 3.2 

we sa\v that women's sexuality is more complex and so is the ambivalence of her position during 

the act oflove: 

She would abolish all surroundings, abolish the singularity of the moment, of herself, and of 
her lover, she would fain be lost in a carnal night as shadO\\y as the maternal womb. And 
more especially she longs to do away with the separateness that exists between her and the 
male; she longs to melt with him into one ... she wants to remain subject while she is made 
object. 120 

This is precisely what Chinaski fears in the excerpt at the end of the previous section. We now have 

a better understanding of the process of objectification as well as of certain types of fetishism. In 

our debate we will omit the technical and medical details about the development of a fetish in an in

dividual I21 We also should note that characters in Bukowski's work present cases of rather mild fet

ishism, not of exclusive paraphilias; the literary characters are simply open to alternative routes to 

sexual arousal. There are two types of fetishism worthy mentioning. Firstly, the body of a man

nequin is occasionally the object of the male's passion, as we saw in the poem 'trapped'. Or, in the 

story 'Love for $17.50' the male character creates a fantasy world centered around the mannequin he 

bougbt in a sale. Tbis inanimate model is the foremost object of his passion; it is the only case in 

Bukowski's work that the male is incapable of any sexual contact with the real female. The mall

neqUll1 once again represents tbe ultimate, totemized image of the ideal female in Bukowski's 

\vorld. 

Secondly, there is the foot and leg fetishism, which is considered fairly acceptable by soci

ety, but in Bukowski's work it is carried to extremes. Comments on a lady's legs are the universal 

compliment and a method of courting her. In Pulp the protagonist confesses, while staring at a 

lady's legs, that: "I he J has always been a leg man," and hastens to explain: "it was the first thing I 

saw when I was born."122 Women are conscious of this leg-fetisbistic \veakness of their counterparts 

l19 de Beauvoir 371. 
120 de Beauvoir 397 
121 Eg Freud's theory that the fear of castration leads to the o\;jectification of sexual desire towards a non-living ob

ject Hence fetishism is to be iound (almost) exclusively in males 
122 Bukowski, Pulp 11 
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and they know well how to profit from it. This in turn leads to an obsession in women, which is not 

at all unlike a struggle for power. They may worry if their legs are good enough and so on, because 

otherwise they have fewer means of exerting influence over the male. An extreme example is the 

case of the actress Francine, who wants an extra scene with her legs to be shot for the movie: 

"Also, Francine wants a scene where she can show off her legs. She has great legs, you 
know." 
"All right, I'll write in a leg scene ... "113 

Later, she asks the author ifhe has not accidentally neglected her demand: 

"Did you ,,,,rite in that leg scene for me yet?" 
"Francine, it's in there. You get to flash them." 
"You'll see. I have great legs!"I24 

Again, it is evident that the female is perfectly self-confident, very active, and knows how to use her 

potential. 

3.4 Conclusion 

We have seen in this chapter that in all aspects of sexuality and eroticism women 111 

Bukowski's work cannot be understood as an attempt to represent reality. The poet takes into ac

count only some features typical of the real female and adds a handful of other attributes that exist 

exclusively within the sphere of male imagination. The result is a projection of forceful and strong 

male fantasies onto the real female. The woman in any of Bukowski's books is but a intersection of 

the poet's observations and his internal fantasies. Subsequently, the interaction between males and 

females is affected by the distorted image of the latter. On some level we may conclude that the 

poet takes a certain set of male and female qualities and puts them on a collision course; there the 

male and female collide, explode, and follow trajectories each of their own, but nevertheless the 

fabric of space remains heavily curved by highly stereotypized male thinking. 

123 Bukowski, HollYll'ood 142. 
124 Bukowski, Hollywood 156. 
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Chapter 4 

Married and Divorced Women 

A wife jar counsel, a mother-in-law for welcome, 
but there's none as dew' as one's uw n mother: 

L N. Tolstoy 

I deally, in this chapter we \vould take a look at women and the social roles they assume -

mothers, wives and so on, but Bukowski himself declared that he did not like his mother and 

neither for that matter did he appreciate the genius of To Is toy. In fact a good matron is very unlikely 

to appear in his texts. In the semi-autobiographical novel Ham on Rye, however, he regards mothers 

of his friends as little other than sexualized objects. Thus said and knowing already his stance 

toward aged women, we are left with only married and divorced women. We will explore women of 

both types and we \vill also consider the institution of marriage, bearing in mind the fact that 

Bukowski is far from achieving the calibre of Thomas Hardy, for example, who was a great critic 

and in-depth revisionist of this institution in his works, albeit a very pessimistic one, drawing much 

too a fatalistic picture. This fatalism, however, is also keenly felt in Bukowski's work. Apart from 

fulfilling the function as a marital unit in society and the production of children, there are few other 

motives for marriage. The mechanism at work behind all this is one so characteristic of Bukowski's 

works, namely the driving force, driving men and women together. Without this force Bukowski's 

literary world would fall apart, and since the force is there and the world is whole, we will explore 

to what it leads. On the way we will concentrate again on finding stereotypical patterns, in which 

Greer and de Beauvoir will grant us their insights. 

4.1 Married Women 

There are several motivations for getting married. Firstly and foremostly, marriage repres

ents the destiny traditionally offered to women by society, as de Beauvoir observes. 12
:; This is but a 

very vague notion, and does not in itself say much about the motive behind it, women - or more 

generally, people - simply do not marry just for the sake of being married, there must be something 

else in it besides, and this holds true especially for the world of Bukowski's novels. Men have usu-

125 de Beauvoir 425 
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ally a plain motive, as the previous chapter suggested. Once married, they are entitled the right to 

have sex any time they want: "'suppose we get married, then what?' / 'then you can have it any time 

you want it' she told lhiml"126 As we see, the women themselves are advocates of this privilege. For 

v/omen the situation differs only in that she looks toward the expected means of securing her mater

ial needs and maintenance of the desired lifestyle. Typically, the female is said to be "trying to skin 

[him] ... Trying to get all the money. The house. The garden. The garden house. The gardener, too ... 

And the car. And alimony. Plus a large chunk of cash."127 On the other hand, there are several cases 

when the woman is the economically active one, supporting her husband, boyfriend, or partner, who 

are mostly as yet unsuccessful writers, young poets, or working obscure, irregular jobs which might 

reflect the author's own working experience. In general, the prospects of married life are not partic

ularly great for either of the sexes and were it not for the mutual - mostly erotic, never intellectual 

or spiritual - attraction, the marriage would never take place at all. 

What happens once you have a husband and a wife') The answer within the framework of 

Bukowski's texts is apparent: trouble. Every marriage follows the same pattern, comprising of two 

stages. The first stage, or "the beginning that always seems promising" is accompanied by laughs, 

understanding, and good sex. Gradually, however, the second stage sets in and the marriage turns in 

'Ca job that lacks diversity" The job can be carried on for some time but eventually it turns into a 

contest, "a contest of who could wear down the otl1er." According to the author the whole affair be

comes "a hate game."128 The metaphor about marriage being a job is quite fitting, as de Beauvoir 

also affirms that marriage is not only "an honorable career" but "one that is no less tiring than other 

careers" as well. 129 No marriage in the author's works can be said to be honorable, as the job is often 

done badly, without either honest effort or sincere devotion. In this sense, the whole affair becomes 

a mere public institution for the production and raising of children. It is a job at which the v.'ork is 

done thoughtlessly, waiting for the payroll that only breeds further dissatisfaction, or never comes 

due to quitting. Under these circumstances we can hardly speak of a meaningful relationship. The 

problem lies not only in reluctant efforts of both sides to build a stable, healthy relationship but also 

in poor communication. The female usually tries to organize mutual activities like visiting cinemas, 

going to sit-ins, or making picnic trips but to her dismay the male prefers to stay home and crack 

open a bottle of beer. The following dialogue from the poem 'close encounters of a third kind'l3U en-

sues: 

126 Bukowski, the All1se 193. 
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you son of a bitch, she said, I am 
trying to build a meaningful 
relationship. 

you can't build it with a hammer, 
he said.!3! 

The male's answer wipes out all possibilities of meaningful communication, and hence of sustaining 

a meaningful relationship. Women blame men for their reluctance to "talk about things.'" Most of 

the time the male is not listening, only perhaps grunting an occasional remark that "there's no prob

lem." Ultimately, he expresses some surprise at the discovery that the marriage has been dissolved. 

The next question to be answered concerns love or rather the lack of it. What role does love 

play in the relationships? Apparently, Bukowski's characters are not infrequently trapped in loveless 

marriages. The poet himself regards love simply as too demanding, stating that "love needs too 

much belp ... hate takes care for itself. "132 There are other tones still, notably more cynical and pess

imistic. Love, if not nurtured, withers and dies; a process which the poet addresses metaphorically: 

"love dries up, even faster than sperm."133 Finally, there is a belief of conditioned love, widely and 

uniformly spread among the characters: "nobody loves you if you don't have money ... "!3-+ 

In Bukowski's world there is little purposeful communication between the sexes and still less 

love. The poet does not deal with children, save an occasional remark that he or she had so and so 

many children. On the whole we face a miserable situation: the husband and wife strangers in bed, 

strangers in life, blaming each other for being what they are and for what they are not. For example 

Barney, whom we witnessed forcing sex on his spouse in Chapter 3, vents his frustration with mar

riage as follows: 

"Either you don't make coffee at all, either you forget the coffee or boil it all away! 
Or you forget to buy bacon or you burn the fucking toast or you lose my shorts or you do 
some fucking thing. You always do some fucking thing!" 

"Barney, I'm not feeling good ... " 
"And you're always not feeling good! When the hell you gonna start feeling good'? I 

go out and bust my hump and you lay around reading magazines all day and feeling sony 
for your soft ass. You think it's easy out there'? [ ... ] You realize I've got to fight for my job 
eVelY day, day after day while you sit in an armchair feeling sorry for yourself'? And 

131 Bukowski, the Piano 110 
132 Bukowski, the Piano 63 
133 Bukowski, Love 45 
134 Bukowski, Love 282 
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drinking wine and smoking cigarettes and talking to your fi'iends? Girlfriends, boyfi'iends, 
whoever the hell friends. You think it's easy for me out there?" 

"I know it's not easy, Barney." 
"You don't even want to give me a piece of ass anymore."l35 

Barney, however, fails to realize that the coin has two sides, that it is not so easy for her to stay at 

home day after day either. Indeed the destitute feelings on the wife's side reach deep, as she "sees 

that her husband could get along very well without her, that her children are bound to get away from 

her and be always more or less ungrateful. The home no longer saves her from empty liberty; she 

finds herself alone, forlorn, a sulject; and she finds nothing to do with herself"l36 Nevertheless, 

there is a cure for this: the partners can respect and try to understand each other. This, however, al

most never happens in Bukowski's texts, as for example a wife is said to be "the last person to Ull

derstand her husband, / it's as if she was / looking into a / mirror, / only she's so / close / ". / that she 

can't see / anything."l37 "This is no joke," finishes the poet his poem 'the last person' in a tone that 

we could hardly mark as neutral. On the other hand, the husband, being sick and tired of the woes 

of marriage, tends to drift toward chauvinistic moods, issuing misogynistic remarks about his wife, 

for example: "A recession is vvhen your wife runs off with somebody. A depression is when some

body brings her back."l38 

Before we conclude this section, we reproduce in full two poems which we consider most 

exemplary of the poet's stance on marriage and married life. Both poems were written in the 1960s 

and published in collection The Days Run Away like Wild Horses over the Hills. The first poem is 

not only skeptical about matrimony but also reveals the poet's dissatisfaction and disillusionment 

with the people of America in general. Unlike other contemporary authors - mainly the Beat gener

ation - who tried to find new ways of life, and contrary to major political and cultural changes of 

the 1960s, Bukowski sees no rosy future ahead: 

135 Bukowski, Water 122. 
136 de Beauvoir 477, emphasis mine 
137 Bukowski, Stew 308 
138 Bukowski, Stew 350. 
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THE SCREW-GAME 

one of the terrible things is 
really 
being in bed 
night after night 
vvith a woman you no longer 
want to screw. 

they get old, they don't look very good 
anymore - they even tend to 
snore, lose 
spirit. 

so, in bed, you turn sometimes, 
your foot touches hers-
god, auful!-
and the night is out there 
beyond the cmtains 
sealing you together 
in the 
tomb. 

and in the morning you go to the 
bathroom, pass in the hall, talk, 
say odd things; eggs fry, motors 
start. 

but sitting across 
you have 2 strangers 
jamming toasts into mouths 
burning the sullen head and gut with 
coffee. 

in ten million places in America 
it is the same-
stale lives propped against each 
other and no place to 
go. 

[ ... ] 

and the moon and the stars and the world: 

long walks at 
night-
that's what's good 
for the 
soul: 
peeking into windows 
watching tired 
housewives 
tlying to fight 
off 
their beer-maddened 
husbands 

While the first poem maintains a general critical tone, the second poem presents to us a microcos

mos, a privileged view of an ordinary family evening. After all the ills and difficulties of marriage 

have been revealed they give way to a constant battle. Yet there is no choice, says Greer, "a man is 

bound up to end up with one or the other. Marriage is viewed with fatalism; sooner or later you are 

sure to find yourself screwed permanently into the system, working in a dead-end job to keep a fad

ing "voman and her noisy children in inadequate accommodation in a dull town for the term of your 

natural life."\39 This fatalism is strongly felt in both poems. And viewed thus skeptically, marriage 

139 Greer 250. 
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now not only lacks harmony, but, more intensely, it is empty and devoid of meaning; it has lost al

most all its functions. There are not many ways to end the battle. One version, somewhat extreme 

and typically Bukowski-like, is that only one member of the unit continues on this side of the grave 

while the partner moves to the other. An example from Women illustrates this scenario well: "The 

majority of the niches didn't have flowers. Some of them had husband and wife neatly side by side. 

In some cases one niche was empty and waiting. In all cases the husband was the one already 

dead. "1.\0 The second option is less drastic but none the less final, that is, the parties may agree to 

quit the job and obtain a divorce. This, however, does not always put an end to the struggle, as there 

is the issue of child-care and others to be settled; but this is beyond the scope of this thesis, and 

neither can we say that Bukowski would pay any special attention to the subject of failed relation

ships. Let us now look into the life of a divorced woman. 

4.2 Divorced Women 

While in Bukowski's texts there are virtually almost no reasons for entering the institution of 

marriage, we have seen more than abundance of reasons for getting out of one. The process of di

vorce became much easier with the introduction of no-fault divorce instead of the traditional at-fault 

one. Separation is made accessible immediately to everyone, though with the necessary (and vary

ing) waiting period. The effect of this legal measure was logically a rise in the divorce rate. This is 

internationally valid, at least for states where these laws were adopted such as America or Australia. 

Bukowski treats this theme in Pulp, putting it in the context of the American Hippies and New Age 

movements. Those were periods with relaxed moral standards, freer sexual and romantic behavior, 

but the poet feels that behind all this lies covetousness and lust for profit. In the disguise of the prot

agonist Nick Belane, a private detective, he consults the matter with his client: 

"You think your wife is copulating with somebody or somebodies." 
"Yes." 
"She's in her twenties." 
"Yes. I want you to prove that she is doing it, then I want a divorce." 
"Why bother, Bass? Just divorce her. .. " 
"I just \vant to prove that she ... she ... " 
"Forget it. She'll get just as much money either way. It's the New Age." 
"What do you mean." 
"It's called the no-fault divorce. It doesn't matter what anybody does." 
"How come'?" 
"It speeds up justice, clears the courts." 
"But that's not justice." 

140 Bukowski, rVomen 55. 
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"They think it is.,,141 

By and large, Bass is an exception in Bukowski's work, since it is usually the female who initiates a 

divorce. Apart from at-fault divorces there are numerous no-fault cases, as the above example tell 

us. But a mutual agreement is achieved only after a series of painful, tedious attempts, of which in

felicitous communication is again answerable. The debate commonly begins by the wife's blaming, 

theatrical recollection of the miseries that accompanied the marriage, then it proceeds by the hus

band's cold, half-interested replies. After a while the final, chilly resolution is spoken, as in example 

below: 

"I want to Imow why we've lived all these years together. Have I wasted my life?" 
"Everybody does, almost everybody does." 
"Waste their lives?" 
"I think so." 
"If you could only guess how much I hate you!" 
"Do you want a divorce?" 
"Do I want a divorce? Oh my god, how calm you are! You ruin my whole god damned life 
and then ask me if I want a divorce! I'm 50 years old! I've given you my life! Where do I go 
from here?" 
"You can go to hell. I'm tired of your voice. I'm tired of your bitching."142 

It is usually only after three or four divorces that the now quadruple ex-husband begins to reflect 

more seriously on his past, as Nick Belane does in Pulp: 

[ ... ] Three wives. Nothing really wrong each time. It all got destroyed by petty bickering. 
Railing about nothing. Getting pissed-off over anything and everything. Day by day, year by 
year, grinding. Instead of helping each other you just sliced away, picked all this or that. 
Goading. Endless goading. It became a cheap contest. And once you got into it, it became 
habitual. You couldn't seem to get out. You almost didn't want to get out. And then you did 
get out. All the way. 143 

The instability of marriages in Bukowski's text lies in their being built exclusively upon erotic at

tractiveness. De Beauvoir observes that "to 'catch' a husband is an art; to 'hold' him is a job ~ and 

one in which great competence is called for. 1 ... 1 What is at stake is extremely serious: material and 

moral security, a home of one's OWll, the dignity of wifebood, a more or less satisfactory substitute 

for love and happiness. A wife soon learns that her erotic attractiveness is the weakest of her 

weapons; it disappears with familiarity; and, alas, there are other desirable women all about."144 No 

wonder that the characters in Bukowski's novels end up in dead-end marriages. A second probJem 

141 Bukowski, Pulp 34-35 
142 Bukowski, H'aler 36-37 
143 Bukowski, Pulp 170. 
144 de Beauvoir 468 
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arises when we consider de Beauvoir's Opll1lOn that the marital unit's function in society has 

changed and does not have its former prestige. In the past the nuclear family had more members and 

there was greater opportunity for interaction; now in its shrunken form it predominantly serves the 

interest of society. As de Beauvoir points out, the aim of the economic and sexual union between 

man and woman does not give priority to the assurance of personal happiness, though the truth is 

that in patriarchal regimes "the engaged persons possibly happened not to have seen each other's 

faces before the wedding day. "145 

4.3 Conclusion 

What expresses best the poet's depiction of the institution is the following conclusion of de 

Beauvoir: 

But on the whole marriage i" today a surviving relic of dead ways oflife, and the situation of 
the wife is more ungrateful than formerly, because she still has the same duties but they no 
longer confer the same rights, privileges, and honors. Man marries today to obtain an 
anchorage in [the woman's] immanence, but not to be himself confined therein; he wants to 
have a health and home while being free to escape therefi-om; he settles down but often 
remains a vagabond at hemt. 146 

"A vagabond at heart" - a term that precisely fits most Bukowski's characters. On the whole the po

et's treatment of marriage and women partly represents the reality of American low-life classes and 

partly - once again - speaks not so much of marriage and women themselves as it does about the 

chauvinistic and misogynistic pose of the author. 

145 de Beauvoir 434 
146 de Beauvoir 456, insertion mine 
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Conclusion 

YOll get so alone at limes 
it jllst makes sense. 
Charles Bukowski 

Since each chapter has its own conclusion, we nO\v present only a brief summary along with a 

generalized view of Bukowski's work as a whole. We will first make several remarks about the 

position of his work within the context of American post-1945 literature, then we will comment on 

his writing technique. Lastly we will look at representations of the female in the broader context of 

Bukowski's work. 

Some categorize Bukowski's literary achievements under the quite flexible label "the Beat 

movement" but for several reasons this classification is not particularly accurate. Although he too 

rode Greyhound buses, visited many cities, lived as a bum, all the while in a drunken stupor - he 

probably drank more than all the Beats together - he cannot be recognized as a Beat writer based 

just on that. Bukowski himself gainsaid this disposition on the ground that he never willfully associ

ated with the members of this movement; he was largely ignorant of them, as he even occasionally 

remarks in his novels. This reason made on the sole basis of subjective feeling would not stand 

through, as his texts display great affinity to the work of other Beats either in theme or literary con

ventions - perhaps we should say rather in obliviousness of these conventions - but the fact is that 

Beat \vriting was a short-lived episode in the history of American literature, lasting a mere decade 

from late 1950s to early 1960s, while Bukowski, whose career began to flourish in the 1970s \vith 

the publication of Post CJfice (1971), Love is a Dogfram Hell (1977), and Women (1978), contin

ued to write weli into the 1990s. Many authors, originally members of the Beat movement, also 

kept writing long after its decline, but for the most part their work took new courses and acquired 

new features. We can list Allen Ginsberg as the best example, whose poetry drew much critical ac

claim, or William S. Burroughs. By and large, long after the Beat movement is dead, we have 

Bukowski still punching the old-fashioned, heavy typewriter, still dealing with the same issues, only 

here and there appears in his writing the pool, the house, better wines, better cars, better women. In 

his soul, though, he remains the thoroughly nihilistic vagabond and an ordinary rol ling stone of 20 th 
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century America. So ifthere is something to Bukowski's being a Beat \witer, it is especially his debt 

to the movement, as the way had been paved by them before his own career began to thrive. 

Bukowski uses highly informal, often very foul language in both prose and poetry. His prose 

has a simple structure, the narration is usually in the first- or third-person and includes an 

abundance of hyperreal dialogues, as is apparent from numerous examples above. His poetry is 

direct, sharp, and the manner in which it is structured is again very plain, even primitive at times. 

Bukowski's verse is not significant in terms of either quantity or quality as far as literary figures and 

schemes are involved. In both literary modes the characters play the central role while the external 

world comes second to them. The narrator resides in the outside world, he is not present in the souls 

of the characters, only rarely in the first-person narrative do we come across a more meditative 

passage. The characters themselves are flat, two-dimensional shadows of the real world from 

whence the poet shines his light and chooses what is to be recorded. While he may claim that he is /" 

only reflecting reality, most of his work is a projection of fantasy onto the real world. In the 

preceding chapters we identified this fantasy as strictly male-centered; it is the fantasy of an anti

social, roaming-free, lifelong male bachelor individual. And the perimeter of this projection is 

significantly reduced by exuberant chauvinism and misogyny. But there is humor at the core of all 

Bukowski's vvriting and this distinguishes him from mere radicalism of thought we find for example 

in the opinions ofValerie Solanas, a recruit from the opposite side of the barricade and a member of 

SCUM (Society for Cutting Up Men), who insisted that "The male chromosome is an incomplete 

female chromosome. In other words the male is a walking abortion; aborted at the gene stage. To be 

male is to be deficient, emotionally limited; maleness is a deficiency disease and males are 

emotional cripples. "1-+7 Solanas ended up in jail after shooting Andy Warhol three times in the chest 

in 1968. We refer to her here in order to point out that the chauvinism and misogyny in Bukowski's 

texts are not really an expression of their author's hatred. He rather consciously defines himself 

against feminist ideologies and engages in counter-cultural efforts. 

The next question that arises is how much do reality and the representations of the female 

correspond. The truth is that Bukowski's choice of women to be included in his texts comprises of 

"pill-freaks, alcoholics, whores, ex-prostitutions, madwomen,"i48 or the endless combination and 

variation thereof. This is certainly not a representative sample of the specimen, though perhaps a 

more penetrating or willing mind might have extracted a truer, more psychologically elaborate por

trait. What Bukowski does achieve is the depiction of eJiperience, the real experience of real men 

147 As quoted in Mamc Street Preachers, Generation Terrorists (London Columbia, 1992) 1. 
148 Bukowski, Love 74 
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with real women in the real world, notwithstanding the aforementioned fact that the poet chose only 

some parts of the reality to be described and even those parts are grotesquely caricatured and ab

surdly exaggerated. Nonetheless, the experience is there, regardless of the fact that the social texture 

in Bukowski's texts lacks depth. 

Moreover, Bukowski excels in the autobiographical mode of writing, where he is honest-to

the-bone and a keen observer. He never pretends to be something he is not and he is wise enough to 

include himself in the wretchedness of human condition. This is a strong and important aspect of his 

writing. Just as in his writing he makes women look bad, so too does he make men look bad and so 

too does he make himself look bad. Thus, the macho pose plentifully exhibited in most of his works 

has its antithesis, when for example Chinaski in Women admits to an occasional erectile dysfunc

tion, and through humor these two poles are linked together. At the same time, though, the author is 

sometimes a hypocrite, as was pointed out in section 1.2, when he asserts that he likes '\vhores" but 

in the end prefers to stay with "the better class." This ambivalence necessarily results from the nar

rowmindedness and limited outlook given to the characters. But being a hypocrite makes him per

haps still more human as human beings are prone to failures due to the weakness of human spirit if 

not upheld by will. And it is to men, to ordinary men, to whom the work of Bukowski is addressed. 

He did not write in order to secure eternal fame in the history of literature. No, he wrote for people 

and for himself. As Barry Miles says, Bukowski made often a point of "always trying to write 

clearly so that the people knew exactly what he was saying."149 And he wrote out of fear, stating that 

"fear makes me a writer." His texts are accessible to all classes of readers and they are read widely, 

albeit those \""ith a more exquisite taste may perceive in Bukowski a \vant of intellectual thought and 

finer literary qualities. Be it as may, Bukmvski's books are full of sympathy with the human situ

ation. It is not only the existential anxiety so prominent in literary works of 20 th century, but the 

conviction that life is also a hard, 2417 job. Women in his works may have little in common with 

either the original acquaintances of the poet, or the real, living women of today. Despite this, the 

reading of Bukovv'ski's books gives peculiar comfort not only to male readers but to both sexes, be

cause mishaps in relationships happen to all alike, be it a wino from some L.A. skid row or a politi

cian or academic. The only thing that cannot be avoided in the reading of Bukowski's writing is 

monotony. All events and stories that take place in his texts are variations of the same basic plot. In 

all texts ranging from his first book to his fortieth-odd one there is the same powerful and furious 

formulaic impatience with the American system, with the bitterness of life, with the second sex, 

with himself, with the trouble, with everything. In Bukowski's o\vn phrase, "[after a bottle and a 

149 Barry Miles, Charles Bukowski (London Virgin Books, 2005) 3 
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half] I am like any other old drunk in a bar: a repetitive and boring foo1."150 

150 Miles, 257 
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"Zobrazeni zen v dile Charlcsc Bukowskcho" 

Jak naznacuje mizev, predlozemi pniee se zabyva pojetim zen v dile Charlese Bukowskeho. Char

les Bukowski (1920 - 1994), ameriery basnik a prozaik, byva casta spojovan s predstaviteli kul

turne-iiterarniho hnuti oznacovaneho beat generation, ovsem toto zarazeni neni tak doeela presne. 

Prestoze jeho osobni zivot se ubiral eestou ne nepodobnou zivotnim poutim autorll tohoto hnuti zej

mena co se tYce voInomyslenkarstvi, nespokojenosti s politiekou a soeialni situaci v zemi, tvrdou a 

nelitostnou kritikou "ameriekeho snu," i nezfizenou konzumaei mivykovyeh latek a tulaeke existen

ce vedene od mesta k mestu za praei i nahradou za ztracene iluze, Bukowskeho kariera zacina na

birat obratky az pozdeji, v 70. leteeh, kdezto hnuti beat kulminovalo koneem 50. a pocatkem 60. let. 

Ma-li presto Bukowski s beatniky ne co spolecneho, je to tema a literarni konvenee ci spiSe jejieh ci

lena nedbalost, jakkoliv se jinak basnik sam od clenll tohoto hnuti distaneoval. V urcitem slova 

smyslu lze totiz dokonce fici, ze Bukowski zustava velrym dluznikem hnuti beat, nebot' oni vydlaz

dili eestu novemu literarnimu proudu v historii amerieke literatury. Nejdelsi kus na teto ceste urazil 

pravdepodobne Allen Ginsberg, ktery dosel siroki:~ho uznani i u akademieke obee. Oproti ostatnim 

spisovatelllm tohoto hnuti zustava Bukowski u svyeh proverenyeh temat. leho tvorba nenabyva 

novyeh Obzorll, jen stale piluje k hyperrealistieke dokonalosti svou zakladni formuli, kterou pfed

stavuje clovek, zivot amerieke spodiny a lidske vztahy - pfedevsim pak vztah mezi muzem a zenou. 

V nasi praci se zamefujeme pnive na pojeti zen v basnikove dUe. 

K danemu subjektu lze pfistupovat z ruznych uhlu. V nasi pracijsme se rozhodli pro analyzu 

primarnich del, jejiehz rozsah by! zvolen s ohledem na co mozna nejpestfejsi zaber basnikov-ych 

poloh, od basni pfes povidky a novely az k romanum. Rovnez jsme brali zretel na zachyceni rllZ

nych tvurcich obdobi Bukowskeho kariery, od 60. let az do basnikovy smrti a dale k nekterym 

sbirkam poskladanym z dfivejsich textu publikovanych in memoriam. Zde je na miste podotknout, 

ze ph kompozici prace jsme uzivali toliko pllvodnich textu; z nich pochazi veskere eitace a v)il1atky 

ilustrativniho a argumentacniho charakteru. Vycet primarnich zdroju jsme doplnili 0 nektera dalSi 
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basnikova dila u nas vysla v prekladu, avsak tato slouzila pouze k dosazeni ucelenejsiho pochopeni 

Bukowskeho tvorby a k phspeni ke zodpovednejsimu vyvozovani zaverll obecne povahy. Nami 

zvoleny pfistup nespociv<i v systematicke komparaci s dily jin)'ch autoru - aZ na ojedinele reference 

k tvorbe americkeho spisovatele N ormana Mailera (1923 - 2007) a americke basnirky Sylvie 

Plathove (1932 - 1963) - nybrz ve snaze 0 objektivni zhodnoceni Bukowskeho dila na pozadi teorii 

feministickeho hnuti v podani Simone de Beauvoirove a Germaine Greerove. Prvni jmenovana vy

chazi z filozofictejsiho pojeti feminismu, druha je pragmaticteji zameremi a ve formulaci z<iverLl se 

phkhini k praktickemu vyuziti. V oblasti rozboru symbolismu zenskych figur cerpame z dila Alicie 

Suskin Ostrikerove a jejiho pojedn21l1i 0 americke zenske basnicke tvorbe. Vycet pramenll uzavira 

nekolik biograficky ladenych knih 0 Bukowskem. Vedle toho, ze mapuji basnikLlv zivot, jsou fakta 

a poznatky z techto knih uzitecne predevsim pro rozpozmlni autorskeho zameru. Bukowski totiz 

casta nevychazi primo ze sve zkusenosti, ale ze zkusenosti srych pratel a zmimych, trebaze basni

kovo dOo pusobi konfesionalistickYm dojmem; zde vznika naboj typickY pro jeho tvorbu - napeti 

mezi realitou a fikci, ktere nejsou ostfe rozliseny. Tento atribut Bukowskeho dila je klicoV')' ph po

suzovani zobrazeni zen v nemo 

Prace Uta 54 stran, obsahuje pres 140 referenci k pramenlnn a je clenena do etyr kapitol, 

ktere jsou tematicky propojeny. V uvodu phpominame kontext Bukowskeho tvorby z pohledu lite

rarniho, kulturniho i historickeho. Prvni kapitola predstavuje prvni phblizeni zeny, a to zvnejsku, 

tak jak je vnimana muzskYmi postavami v Bukowskeho textech, i z lyricke autorovy polohy, a za

merujeme se zde na rLlz11e manifestace misogynie a sovinismu. V druM kapitole prechazime k dalSi

mu pi'iblizeni zen, a sice k symbolismu zenskeho tela, literarnim figuram a celkove k fyzicky lade

llemu zobrazovani. Predmetem diskuse ve treti kapitole je eroticno, zenska sexualita a ztvarneni mi-

10stneho zivota zeny. V kapitole ctvrte se dostavame k social11i roli zeny ve spolecnosti a v osobnim 

zivote, zejmena pak ve svazku manzelskem. Vzhledem ke skutecnosti, ze Bukowski takrka vubec 

nezobrazuje zeny v poloze matei'ske ani prarodicovske, nybri prevazne v roh manzelky Ci 

partnerky, zamerujeme se ryhradne na tyto a soucasne s tim i na status zeny rozvedene. Zaver prace 

je pak venovan shmuti ziskanych poznatkLl a jsou v nem prezentovany doslovne llvahy 0 repre

zentaci zen v Bukowskeho dile zobecnene 0 sirsi souvislosti tYkajici se ryznamu jeho tvorby. 

V prvn! kapitole nazvane "Misogyn, ktery napsal tyto basne," cozje volna parafraze vlastni

ho basnikova vyjadfeni, se zabyvame verbalni, fyzickou i psychickou manifestaci misogynnich a 

sovinistickych naIad. Prvne se zde setkavame s pojetim zen jako objektu, tato objektifikace je pfi

znacna pro ceIe basnikovo dOo a je diskutovana ve vsech kapitolach. Dale je zde rozlisen autor, 
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jeho alter-ego a projekce do fiktivniho sveta, kteni je ryrazne ovlivnena striktne muzs10'm az 

machovskYm videnim sveta. Seznamujeme se zde take s vyznacnym rysem Bukowskeho dila, s po

uzitim hovorove mluvy, phcemz autor nijak nesetfi explicitnimi ryrazy a vulgaritami. Toto je 

zvlaste patrne u zobrazovani a charakterizace zen. Verbalni nasili je namireno proti zemlm vsech ve

korych kategorii, napfic vsemi spolecenskYmi vrstvami a profesemi. Existuji ale skupiny, na ktere 

je basnik mimohldne zameren: "osklive" zeny, starsi rocniky, matky a celkove vsechny zeny ame

ricke narodnosti, coz spiSe nez 0 zenach vypovida 0 autorove hluboke nacionalisticke skepsi. Mi

sogynie a sovinismus jsou v prvni kapitole vysvetleny v ramci teoretickeho apanitu Greerove, kteni 

tvrdi, ze tyto jsou projevem muzske jesitnosti a dllsledkem opomijeni kulturnich zmen ve 

spolecnosti, zejmena pllsobeni feministickYch hnuti a zmenou role zeny ve 20. stoleti. Pokud 

bychom nebraLi v uvahu autorskY zamer, mohli bychom Bukowskeho dilo povaZovat za ucebnicovy 

pfiklad toho, co Greerova vycita muzske casti populace (pficemz zaroveI1 nabada stejnou merou obe 

pohlavi k prezkoumani a potazmo k prehodnoceni postOjll), ovsem v kontextu historickem l1ese Bu

kowskeho dilo patrne znaky zamerneho zesmesneni az satirizace feministicke ideologie ve snaze 

zachovat tradicni a staletimi provereny patriarchalni model. Toto de Beauvoirova povazuje za 

typicky antifeministicky postoj, hlasajici ze "zeny jsou spatne uz jen tim, ze jsou zeny" a nabizi re

selli: prestat s objektifikaci zen. To by vsak znamenalo phznat zene rovnopnivny status, cehoz hrdi

lla Bukowskeho dila neni schopen. 

Druha kapitola "Zenske telo a obrazovost tyzicna" zkouma symbolismus a literarni figury 

zen prevazne ve fyzickem pojeti. V uvodu jsou diskutovany nejcastejsi typy zobrazeni zen v pre

adolescentnim a adolescentnim veku, ve veku produktivnim a konecne ve starf. Objektifikace se vy

skytuje u zen dospelych, sexisticke t6ny u dospelych i mladsich, zatimco u starsich zen dominuje Ji

ceni ve veskrze pejorativnim duchu. Dluzno poznamenat, ze Bukowski se zabyva predevsim dospe

lymi zenami, nebot' ~ cozje ukazkou praktickeho uplatneni uvah Greerove a de Beauvoirove ~ zeny 

pfilis mlade i stare ze sveho fiktivniho sveta vytesnil. (:ini tak z duvodu, ktery souvisi s paralelnim 

symbolismem jednotlirych vekorych kategorii. Identifikovali jsme l1asledujici zrcadleni: mezi ob

razy devcat "s usty barakud" a metaforou krouziciho zraloka, mezi starenkami a figurou Smrtky a 

mezi dospelymi zenami a mimozemskou formou zivota, ke ktere basnik referuje v romanu Skwir. 

Tyto paralely jsou klicove pro pochopeni basnikova zobrazovani zen. Greerova definuje zvlastni ka

tegorii zen, tzv. "Hanebmi devka" a jednotlive vekove kategorie ~ symbolicky zhustene ve svych 

paralelach ~ predstavuji prave rllzne podoby teto entity. Jak bylo jiz receno, od devcat a starenek se 

Bukmvski vyhrazuje jednoduse proto, ze se s nimi neumi vyporadat. Muzske ego trpici neduhy po

psanymi v prvni kapitole neni s to tyto zeny do sveho sveta integrovat. Zbyvajici kategorie dospe-
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lych zen je zavrzena pozdeji, z dllvodu neschopnosti projekce basnikova vlastniho ja s temito zena

mi rozumne a smysluplne vychazet. Jestlize v prvni kapitole zavrhl americke zeny, zde zavrhuje 

zeny jako takove na zaklade presvedceni, ze "se s nimi proste neda vyjit." Interakci s mimozemskou 

formou zivota mMeme interpretovat jako alegorii basnikova hledani porozumeni a naplneni sv)'ch 

tuzeb, ovsem ani zde nenachazi to, co by si predstavoval, a tak se uchyluje k obrazu figuriny jako 

zenskemu idealu, predevsim pro jeji pasivitu a staticnost. V zaveru kapitoly je kontrastovan obraz 

figuriny s koncepci figuriny v podani Sylvie Plathove. 

V nasleduj ici kapitole "Zenska sexualita a eroticno" jsou predmetem dishlse postoje k sexu 

a erotic nu u obou pohlavi. Jsme svedky odJisnych predstav a naroku muzll i zen, z cehoz vyplyvaji 

neshody a nedorozumeni. Presto je vsak pohlavni pud hnacim motorem vsech postav v Bukowske

ho textech, pusobi jako tmelici prvek a nejvyssi projev fyzicna. Tak jako u predeslych temat je i zde 

patrn)! sexisticIcy postoj VllCi zenskemu pohlavf a jeho objektifikace. Zena nezrfdka zllstava i ph 

samotnem aktu pouhym objektem sJouzicfm k ukojeni muzskeho chtfce. De Beavoirova se pfimlou

va za odstraneni tohoto stereotypu s tim, ze je tfeba se od teJesnosti posunout k transcendentnu; 

neco takoveho vsak lze jen stezi ocekavat od Bukowskeho postav. Greerova naopak vini zeny z pri

lisne pasivity, coz se 0 zenaeh v Bukowskeho dile uplne rici neda, nebot' jsou si dobre vedomy 

moci, kterou jim jejich sexualita propujcuje, a dale jsou v otazkach sexu velmi otevrene, eoz lze 

chapat i jako vYLlsteni trendu nastoleneho sexualnf revoluei. Obe autorky se vsak shoduji v tom, ze 

zenska sexualita predstavuje podstatne komplexnejsi system nezli muzska. Bukowskeho zeny jsou 

obdareny sexualitou znacne zjednodusenou, opet vlivem autorovy sovinisticke polohy. Ve treti kapi

tole jsou take probrany nektere sexmllni praktiky a feMe a v neposledni rade zmiJ'111jeme alltorovy 

glosy tYkajiei se zmen chapanf a projevll sexuality v dllsledkll sexualni revoluce. 

Poslednf kapitola "Vdane a rozvedene zeny" predkhlda debatu 0 ztvarnenf vztahll mezi mu

zem a zenou. Pres vsechna llskali vzajemneho souzitf a vychazenf s opacnym pohlavim jsou prave 

vztahy jadrem Bukowskeho tvorby. V prvnf casti zkoumame zenu jako manzelku, partnerku, pfftel

kyni, spolecnici ci druzku. Tnstituce manzelstvf je podrobena neunavne kritice z basnikovy strany a 

my kontrastujeme motivace vedouci ke vzniku manzelskeho svazku i pfiCiny jeho rozpadu s nazory 

Greerove a de Beauvoirove. Motivace ze strany muze je jednoducha a pfimocara, je ji snadno 

dostupny sex. Zeny ocekavaji materialni zajistenf a dosazeni pozadovane zivotni urovne. DNi jSOll 

pro BukO\vskebo jaIcymsi samozrejmym vedlejsim produktem manzelskebo svazku jakozto socialni 

jednotky. Obe autorky jsou nazoru, ze instituce manzelstvi predevsim ztratila na v<izenosti i svatosti, 

coz Bukowskeho pfiklady dobre doklactaji. Jako blavnf cbybu spatrlljf vsechny zllcastnene strany ve 
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spatne komunikaci, v neochote na vztahu pracovat a v nedostatku vzajemne ucty; to plati v basni

kove dile predevsim pro mu:ze. Dostavame se k analyze priCin rozvodu a k zobrazeni zivota rozve

dene zeny. Bukowski nevnima rozvod v zivote zeny jako stigma, v jeho dile nejsou v)jimkou ctyfi

knit az petkrat rozvedene zeny. Pozornost je tez venovana souvislostem s pusobenim kulturnich 

hnuti, emancipaci zen a se snazsi dostupnosti rozvodu. 

Na zaver je treba podotknout, ze nejen zenske, ale ani muzske postavy nejsou psychologicky 

rozpracovany do velke hloubky. Bukowskeho texty predstavuji fiktivni svet, kam autor projektuje 

sve basnicke ja, a teziste jeho dila spoclva v nadnesenem vykresleni :zkusenosti skutecnych muzu a 

skutecnych zen ve skutecne svete. Dilo je sice prosyceno notnou davkou sovinismu a misogynie, 

ovsem basnik v nem vykresluje v nelichotivem svetle nejen zeny, ale i muze a usetren nezllstava ani 

on sam. Toto umoznuje nazirat na jeho tvorbu jinak nez jako na pouhy programovy manifest zary

teho odpurce feminismu. Bukowski totit vyjadruje svou sympatii k udelu cloveka Zpllsobem vy

chazejicim z vlastni trpke zkusenosti s zivotem, s americkYm systemem, s zenami, s nizsi socialni 

vrstvou, s praci a se sebou samotnym. V jeho tvorbe se nezracl jen existencialnl LIZkost, ale take 

Lll1aVa z dennodenniho zapasu, se kterym se Bukowski vyp0I-<idava po svem: nadsazkou, humorem, 

ironii i nihilismem a misty aZ prekvapive jemnymi momenty, ktere 0 to vice vynikaji pro svou 

vzacnost. 
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